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De Report

DSSG Vice

A Bi-Weeidy U......
The - Day Session Student C0Sponsorship Government Commit, tee has been dissolved. Wilson
Shum, chairperson of the Finance
Committee, stated the space problems and inter-club communication
were the primary factors -leading to
the committees' demise".
The newly elected DSSG lower
council members are Alan Szydlowski and Scott Clair, The newly
elected upper council member is
Robyn Henzel.
City University of New York
Chancellor Joseph S. Murphy is
asking labor unions to support edcuational programs for the poor
and minorities, specifically collaborative programs with public schools,
adult literacy programs, child care
on campus and worker education.
He said, "All of the negative effects
of the Reagan' revolution-homelessness, long-term unemployment,
inadequate heatth care-have accrued disproportionately__ to
minorities. "
The New York State Higher
Education Services is urging all
students to apply early for TAP and
PELL.

President
Resigns
By ERIC KUN
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Renda Wan has unofficially
resigned her position as Day Session
Student Government vice president.
The nomination of a replacement
cannot be made until Wan submits
a letter of resignation, according to
DSSG President Ainsley Boisson.
Wan said she resigned because
I she lacked government experience.
~ "I felt [ didn't have enough
z previous experience to do the job. I
~ was a little lost," she said.
..J
"For a freshman, I think it is a
~ lot to do," said Boisson , referring
~ to Wan's status last Mav when she
, ~ ran uncontested 'for the position on
is. the Concerned Baruch Students'
Wan who is now a
ticket.
sophomore, was previously the
\
i treasurer of the Asian Students'
Association, and according to
Club
\ _Johnrur _Tse. Investment
~:~president., "She fa-it that preiiY~--"
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HurrIcane ----GiTbert~
Chancellor Joseph S. Murphy said
the reports of the devastation caused
by Hurricane Gilbert are particularly
distressing to students, faculty and
staff of the University as more than
30,000 members of the University
come from the Caribbean area and
are greatly concerned about their
families and friends. The rest of us
share their concern, he added.
------ --------

created problems within (he DSSG problem goes back to the summer.
and Boisson said, "It is setting us The DSSG had two meetings during
back." Associate Dean of Students
See pagt All. ColaDlD 2.

Ethnicity Plays Role
In Subcommittee- Choices

These silas can be !lftII ill ~.rio8S locatiOllS throughout 17 LeslllltoD Ave. The
asbestos has to be removed because aD air conditioning system is being installed.
-Certain parts of tbe building "ave ~D dosed off to students wh~re the asbestos is
most dangerous. For fuU coverage, see page AI0.

---------

Student Council
Members Step Down
Four New Members Elected
By DOUG DROHAN

The Day Session Student
Government Council approved the
appointment of two new officers,
following the recommendation of
DSSG President Ainsley Boisson. At
the same time, however, two council
members resigned. '
The council elected Angela
Williams as Vice President of Cam-pus Affairs and Michael' Bigger as
Vice President of 'Legislative Affairs. "Angela was a key member in
my committee," said Beisson, "I
have worked closely with her in the
past. She's a person who will keep
on top of the issues and get the job
done. U As for Biager ,Boisson
replied. "Michael is geooinely con-

---

cemed for the benefit of the
students. I am very pleased with the
performance of his appoi ntment. ..
Meanwhile the council was faced
with-the responsibility of filling the
void created by- the resignation of
two of its members. Sherafzal Shaun
Khan of the upper council and Edward C. Liu of lower council are
said to have left because of a clash
between responsibilities at work and
those at Baruch. To fill their positions, the DSSG held an open election for any student interested in
becoming an active member in
government affairs.
Responding to an 00 placed In
See paae AI. CoIama 1

By CA-JTLIN MOLLISON

Members of the Day Session Student Government's Finance Committee were paired up in subcommittees based on, among other
i -thin~, their racial and ethnic

!

Richman
Charges
Indifference
Bv ERIC KUN

Upper council member Stuart
Richman resigned Oct. 6 from the '
Day Session Student Government.
citing the council's preoccupation
with minority interest issues.
Richman stated ~ "I didn't likc_
what I saw on the OSSG. They were .:
only speaki ng about black issues."
In addition. Richman was concerned that the government was not addressing matters that affect the stu- See·. . . AI.~3

c-

backgrounds. according to two
committee members.
Miguel Nunez, lower council and
a Finance Committee member said
that he, a Hispanic was Paired with
Donet Virgo, a -West Indian
because, "If there should be any
problem, Doner's there, to check
me. "
Another member, Lloyd James,
lower council, stated that the sub< committees were "designed to
~ avoid favoritism. Each group had
~ two different people from two dif..J ferent points of view or cultures."
~
Wilson Shum, the chairperson of
~ the Finance Committee originally
..J denied
that the membcrs'
backgrounds was a factor in pairing
See page AlI, CoIamn 1
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Asbestos 101
Any student who passes by the alleyway between 17 Lexington Ave. and the Student Center,
of late, need only glance at the signs posted and the workmen dressed in thick special suits to
notice that something strange and possibly quite dangerous is occurring. A fiberous mineral
known as asbestos is being removed from the walls of our school and it seems that our
administration has known about its presence for some time.
The dangers of asbestos first became apparent in the mid-late 1970s and by 1978 its usage was
no longer legal. The substance which had originally been used to insulate buildings had been
found to be carcinogenic or cancer causing. Still, its removal was not mandatory unless
renovation work was being done on an area where it existed.
Now renovation work is being done on some of the areas where asbestos is present at Baruch
and the material is being removed. While the administration's efforts to take every precaution
while the removal is going on should be applauded, their failure to act sooner cannot be
commended. The fact that the removal is not mandatory until renovations are initiated is no
excuse for waiting so long in getting rid of so harmful a substance. A.T. Zatorski, assistant
director of Campus Planning, stated that the College has known about the presence of asbestos
for an "infinite" length of time. Why wasn't something done sooner?
Additionally, the timing of the removal could not be worse. As reported in this issue,
Consumers Research Magazine states that asbestos does not cause cancer unless it is in a
"friable" state. When does asbestos become friable? When it begins to be removed. The
administration had the entire summer to remove the substance when very few people would
have been exposed to it. Instead they chose to carry out the process in the middle of a semester
when over 16,000 students' could possibly suffer the consequences.

Preparation Is the Key
Why should they care? The spring elections are over and talk about service to the students
will not be heard for another year. Why should any student government member bother to
familiarize him or herself with the rules, regulations or even the Day Session Student
Government constitution?
--Lately it has become quite apparent that DSSGcouncil members, executive members and the
members of thevarlousaHocating boards- are very ill-informed about their duties and the rules
that govern their representative bodies. A glaring example from this issue's news pages is that
no members interviewed for the story about Vice President Renda Wan's resignation seem to
fully know the proper procedure to fill her office; if they read the DSSG constitution they
would be aware. Also, according to various students involved with the allocating boards,
student members were not briefed ahead of time about the items they would be voting on; they
were told on the day of the vote.
Many fine people serve on our student government. We, the students, put great trust in these
people to make informed decisions concerning the division of student fee monies and the operation of the DSSG, among other things. Denied the necessary information, though, these same
very fine people aren't performing the best job they can.
In the best interests of their student constituents, student government members should read a
copy of the DSSG constitution and all bylaws at least once. Allocating board members should
be briefed by the proper officials at least three days prior to a vote.
We hope student government members do care. Maybe they should care some more about
preparing themselves for their responsibilities.
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. Wrong
On
Segregation
To The Editor:
Robinson's conception iOp-Eds.
Sept. 13, 1988) with regard to the
cultural, economic and spiritual
maturity for blacks is excellent.
I would like very much to arrive at
a consensus with his views.
But, his proposed modus operandi forces me to refute and rej ect his
premise: segregation.
Historically, segregation has
never been the answer to identity
for-blacks or anyone else. Nor can it
be now. Or ever.
Robinson stated, "The concept
of a melting pot is one that scares
many in the Afro-American community. It implies a merging of the
various cultures. The resulting
cultural sameness may mean a
denial of African history and
culture. "
In essence, Robinson believes
that interacting will endanger
blacks' cultural background. I oppose that conception. I believe that
people need to interact in order to
broaden their horizons. Further, it
is my credo that inclusivity is always
intrinsically better than exclusivity,
whether it is economic, cultural or
spiritual.
Robinson also says that since
publications such as The Wall
Street Journal, Fortune and Forbes
seldom include blacks in their
articles. Then, it's only fair
that The Amsterdam News, Ebony
and other black publications exclude whites from their articles. To

Mickey Kramer

this logic I say: two wrongs do not
make a rigllt. That view:poillt- projects an "us against them" image,
and it is an outlook which will cause
people to oppose one another.
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Quotation of the Fortnight
what that does is make bold the polarity between
races and religions- in this school. When you
look for biases you create biases. "

I

Brian Kerr

,

CCl don't think it's a good idea. I think

R

I

The Ticker is published bi-weekly, eight
times a semester, by The Ticker Editorial
Staff at 137 E. 22 St., New York N.Y.
10010, Room 301F. All ~ork except
typesetting and printing is done by Baruch
undergraduate and graduate, or CUNY BA
students. All typed and signed contributions and letters are welcomed and should
be mailed to the above address. Our office
is open during regular school hours. Any
display advertising questions should be
directed to the advertising or business
managers at (212) 725-7620.
Printing and typesetting by Jae Kim PrintingCo. Inc., 40 W. 22 St., New York, NY
10010.

Dr. King's dream was that some
day all people would unite (whether
black, white, yellow, or red) toward
a better world, and segregation as
hypothesized by Robinson would
prevent King's dream from being
fulfilled.
On an economic level, it would be
disastrous if black business people
solely serviced only blacks because
that market is limited. Business
people acknowledge that success
depends on their market growth.
From a cultural point of view,
anyone who limits his perspective
diminishes his focus on life. This
does not mean that we have to like
every cultu.re. But I believe we could
learn something from each one.
Spiritually, I think everyone
would like to be as complete as they
were intended to be. What is true of
the ancient philosophy: "You can
only stand tall when you stand
together" holds true now.
I believe that risk and exploration
have been and should continue to
be the backbone of the human race.
After all, without them, would we
have Duke Ellington, Bill Cosby,
America and the telephone, to
name a few?
With segregation, we still would
be back trying to invent the wheel.
Sincerely,
Michael Clesca

Liberal
Diddlysquat
To The Editor:
Nothing had ever motivated us to
write a letter to the editor until wt
had read a letter from a Jim
Senyszyn in. the last issue. He sets a

Subjective Perspective

s

American Initiation Rites?
All typed and signed letters are accepted. Send to: Correspondence.
The TIcker, 137 E 22nd St. NY. NY
10010. Box 442.
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Have you ever noticed how
everything Italian has come into
style lately? 8enetton is actually an
Italian store and anyone who
follows fashion ctosely knows that
Italian designs are hot. It has even
become more acceptable for an
Italian to be a politician like Mario
Cuomo, Geraldine Ferraro or AI
D'Amato. There was oncea time
when everything Italian was not so
fashionable.

New York just happens to have
one of the largest Italian populations. In downtown there are sti II
remnants of the days when "Little
Italy" was a dominantly Italian
place: the little Italian import shops
on Mulberry Street. Once a year
Mulberry is transformed into a
street falrfor the Feast of San Gennaro. Woutd anyone deny New
Yorkers of Italian descent thei r right
to their feast, or their Italian import

The point of my brief immigration
history lesson was that even though
Italians have become part of the
mainstream in American society,
more than they ever were, some
Italians sti II maintain a seperate
identity as a group. J believe this is
ho~ it ought to be for groups of peopie. I believe the greatness of this
country is due to the fact that it is
made up of people of all descents
and American life is a mix of different qual ities from different
groups. I do not think there is
another country in the world with a
... What Italians went through is what all
culture as diverse as ours.
It is unfortunate that it takes a
immigrant groups have gone through ...
long time for immigrant groups to
be "accepted" in America. The
worst example of this country's
When the largest wave of Italians shops or their pizza parlors? No, discrimination (or failure to "accame over to America, Italians because Italians have become "ac- cept") is by far what black people
were subject to the treatment that is ceptable." They are part of have suffered and continue to sufusual for any new immigrant group. mainstream America, yet they are fer. The first immigrants of African
They were discriminated against allowed to keep part of the culture descent were brought by force on
and called "guineas" and it was they had in their country of origin. slave ships. For two hundred years
What Italians went through Is afterward s black people were
popularly believed that all Italians
belonged to "La Cosa Nostra," bet- what all immigrant groups have treated as property. It was not until
terknown as the Mafia. Italians gone through. The Irish went the 1960's that black people enhave finally hit the mainstream in through it after thEfpotato famine" joyed even comparable rig hts to
America. Why there is even a wave of immigration. People of those of whites.
justice of Italian descent on the Hispanic and Asian descent go
Today, thanks to the Civil Rights
through it even today.
Supreme Court.
See Page A6

perfect example of any leftist liberal
Democrat trying to spread his ignorant propaganda across America
with pointless and meaningless
remarks about the Republican Party. Somehow, we get the feeling
that he was locked in (l closet with
a Rubik's cube during the past
seven to eight years during the
growth and prosperity in the United
States.
Before he should judge Senator
Daniel Quayle, let us shift our attention to Michael Dukakis, who
Mr. Senyszn seems to support.
Is Governor Du kakis really
representing the poor, middle and
working classes? Weeks ago in Atlanta, they accused George Bush of being "born with a silver foot in his
mouth." Well, a little examination
into Dukakis' background shows
that while an adolescent, he
possessed a snowblower to clear a
path to his house. We don't know
many poor or middle class children
who can afford one, do you? It's
some '30 years later and we're still
using snow-shovels to do the job.
Increasing my taxes, a policy of
the governor which we are sure
he'll try to pass, doesn't represent
my interest or those of anybody we
know. Interestingly he continues to
accuse the rich of paying little or no

taxes (which is false) but it seems
that he avoids any comment on his
'taxatioripolicies for thepoor, mid- dIe and working classes. I'm sure
most of us already know what his
intentions are.
Is the Democratic Party still accusing the Republicans of having a
grip on only the rich and elite? Obviously there's a misconception
here. Dukakis recently held a fundraising dinner for $1000 a seat. We
don't know about your readers but
our parents were definitely there enjoying themselves. They couldn't
afford Bush's $500 a seat fundraiser.
Is Dukakis firm enough to be a
leader? In Massachusetts, the socalled Miracle (Mirage) State, his
furlough plan for criminals does
not seem to be in the best interest of
the rest of the nation. Thanks to his
plan, a prisoner was permitted to
rape an innocent woman while her
husband was forced to watch
helplessly, even though a certain
Superior Court judge urged against
the leave. Nice decision on the
Duke's part, right.
Dukakis on education? It looks
like he wants direct educational college bank loans with lifetime reimbursements and no restrictions on
those applying. Sure, we think
everyone should be eligible for a
good education regardless of income, but is this a wise decision?
Does he expect that all loans will be
reapaid with just a few percentage
points taken from families' incomes
annually? According to his policy,
the federal government would be
responsible for unpaid loans to the
banks. Hardly an effective policy.
Just what does Michael Dukakis
believe in anyway? It appears like

SeePage A5
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SIgn Of The Times

1968

- 1988,

PART II

By RANDEL S. STUBBS

When the Democratic race for
president began early in 1968,
Eugene
McCarthy
was
classified the frontrunner as he
captured 42 percent of the vote
in New Hampshire primary.
Herbert Humphrey who also
sought the Democratic nornlnatlon, was pictured as a slow
starter, but would subsequently
go on to win the nomination in
July. Mr. Humphrey would later
lose to Richard Nixon, the
Republican candidate for president, on Nov. 5, 1968. It wasn't
wasn't the Nixon victory which
is vividly reminiscent in
American minds; its the
Democratic race for the
presidency. The race resulted in
the death of one candidate, the
moral execution of another candidate, and propelled a cardboard candidate against a formible untroubled Republican
candidate.
Early in 1968, Robert F. Kennedy, a senator from New York
and former attorney general,
quietly told President Johnson
he would not seek the
Democratic
presidential
nomination. On March 30, President Johnson uneasily stated

on television, "Accordingly, I
shall not seek, and I will not accept the nomination of my party
for another term as your president." The nation was stunned
and millions of the young performed backflips.
Robert F. Kennedy later
reconsidered his decision about
seeking the Democratic
nomination, i1 was a campaign
constructed on the promise of
hope, but it ended in utter
tragedy. Just two months after
the Rev. Dr. King was

can be said that the power elite
struck once aqain, with the
murder of another Kennedy;
they felt he would "liberalize"
the country if he was elected
pres ident. Kennedy expressed
dissatisfaction with the
establishment, and the status
quo was daunted.
The young, after Kennedy's
assassination felt completely
eliminated from the political
process; they were left dumbstruck as the world around them
turned from foul to repulsive.

The young, after Kennedy's assassination
felt completely eliminated from the
political process.
assassinated, Mr. Kennedy was
assassinated' on June 6 in a
California hotel pantry by
Sirhan Sirhan, according to a
report filed by the FBI. The
assassination of Kennedy by
Sirhan Sirhan was and still
floats in misty air. Kennedy's
death left American morally
destitute and further distanced
the young from their seniors. It

The repercussions of the
assassination affected Eugene
McCarthy, so he vanished from
the moral horizon. I ne year
reached its climax when the
Democrats met the forces of
protests. The young in total
futi Iity demanded to be part of
the Democratic nomination process.
See Page A5
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Day Session Student
Government
the

diverse

are willinq to participate in the meetings of

academic

committees.

This

participation

at

meetings enables students to contribute in the policy-rnak inq
decisions of the various
schools of Baruch.

departments

of the

maior
.

three

Making A Political Spectacle
Of A Natural Disaster
There is no shortage of anec- bean Club room. He left a note
dotes to confirm that the for them to contact hirn at The
hungry, the homeless and, Ticker, after which he assigned
someti mes, those struck by the story to a Ticker writer.
Later that same day, two exnatural disasters, usually end
up as the pawns of pol itlei ans ecutive members from the
and self-serving leaders. Nor- Caribbean Clubs came to The
mally, there is no shortage of Ticker office, enthusiastically exmedia-manipulators ready to pecting to be interviewed. They
lend a willing hand, if the adver- were told the story had been
tising or political gain seems assigned and they will be confavorable. In some cases, a little tacted by the writer in question.
popularity is just as good to One of the two is the president
soothe some egos.
of one of the three Caribbean

The Academic Affairs Committee is still in need of concern\l,..ho

DSSG has moved its suggestion box to the First Floor of the
Student Center (East 22nd Street building). next to Dor othy's
desk.
Council members will be attending Freshman Orientation
classes to inform students of school organizations and ho«.. '
the~: can become more involved

DSSG has posted hours during which council members \.~:dj
be available in Room 409 to discuss students concerns \Ve
look forv.. -ard to meeting you.

I

I

...1 was thinking are they serious?
Do they really want to raise funds in a
vacuum-like atmosphere?

Council has formed. a committee to form a survey which wil]
be sent to the students of Baruch. OSSG wants to kriow what
your concerns are.

If

,>-:OU

I

have any suggestions we can add in

the survey ve ar to improve school conditions

WANTED
Day SeSSIon

Student

Government
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By LAMINE LASANA

Secretary's Notes
ed students

- ".' - ,
PalCe AS

ting. Also, if he had mentioned
the generosity of the Caribbean
students, this might have encouraged other students to
give. But it is not too late, if they
can get their act together.
Reading that the DSSG president was not su pportive
enough, I went to ask him three
questions. What did he know?
When did he know it? And of
course, what support was expected of him?
Soisson stated that he knew
about the relief effort the same
week It was launched, and
agreed to lend whatever support
he could to the students. He
said, only one request was
made of him, and that was for
storage space. Bolsson went on
to say, "We are all students. We
have to be cordial how we go
about forming opinion. The
writer was not aware of all the
facts. "

This is not the case with the CI ubs. If a graphic example of a
student leaders at the Carib- lack of coordination is needed,
bean Clubs. Their "Can and there is no better example.
Clothing Drive" to assist thevicBefore the writer had a
At a recent Student Governtims of Hurricane Gilbert which chance to contact anyone, a
ment meeting an idea came up
devastated Jamaica would have well-written story came in "out
for the DSSG to give a financial
gone unnoticed as far as this of the bl ue," written by Michael
contribution. But according to
newspaper is concerned. The G. Robinson, well-written only in
leaders I spoke to, after learning terms of structure. Apart from Wilson Shum, lower council
the relief effort had been laun- the fact that there is no mention member and chairperson Of ttTe- ~
.; ched, had no interest in givfng of aJmost $100 coUected on the Finance .90mmittee, "It is a
. an interview to a Ticker staff first day of the drive, Michaet known fact that we can't make a
Robinson's story alleges a lack donation." But his committee is
member.
While they certainly deserve of support by DSSG President looking into ways they can be of
assistance. Shum said there is a
to be commended for their Ainsley Boisson.
whole set of guidelines on this.
However,
upon closer
philanthropic endeavors, their
subtle manipulation did not go scrutiny it may not be hard to
In the meantime, it wi II be inthat,
those teresting to see whether or not
unnoticed. In fact, they were in- conclude
terested in publicity, but only on dissatisfied with the DSSG the relief effort will go forward,
their terms. If Ainsley Soisson, president's support might very becoming better organized as
the Day Session Student well be the group spearheading students of the Caribbean community put aside their apparent
Government president, was pay- what is, at this point, a definitely
ing keen attention, this was his uncoordinated effort. And if political posturing and rally
first lesson in pressure group that is the case, then these behind a worthy cause with
students are playi ng pressure selfless interest. And as for
politics and ethnic loyality.
Here's the story in a nutshell:
feeling that the relief drive was
definitely newsworthy, I tried to
make arrangements to interview
the people whom I was told were
spearheading the drive. One executive member was told late
the first Friday evening after the
drive started, that we could do a
phone Interview up to 2 a.m. A
message was left at another's
job and at home on this
person's answering service. No
z<
one called.
-e
-e
Our press deadline for stories
'..J
w
was the coming Monday. They
Z
were told. The weekend passed
~
-e
in silence. I was thinking, are
..J
they serious? Do they really
.. ' ' .
want to raise funds in a vacuumlike atmosphere? Monday mornj
ing came and I was still on the
track of the elusive Caribbean
Ains~ Boisson: Are' Ih~}' makin~ him the scapegoat?
Club executives. Nothing happened.
group politics with something those who think they can run
Still feeling strong about the serious-and Robinson aided the DSSG, please, walt until the
news value of their drive, I went and abetted them. Perhaps if he next elections. Right now
to The Ticker office and told had specified exactly what kind Jamaica needs all the help to reNews Editor Eric Kun about the 'of support they were expecting build. And too much politiciZing
hurricane relief efforts the from the DSSG president, he there is already spoiling the pot.
Caribbean Clubs have launch- wou Id not have strayed outside The people in their own wisdom
ed. Eric. and I went to .tne Cari b- the bounds of objective. repor- will judge who is on their side.
V)

h

that thL'

relationships begun at this meeting v.::ll C0:1t::1Ul' throughout
the year so that important issues rna).' be rf.!solvl'd

We thank all those who contributed tht':r t:me anc effort to
this event.
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1988

At the Chicago convention
the young protesters met the
establishment in a battle for
political
representation.
Students felt they were tei ng
trampled on by· the iron
feet of oppression. Outside the
convention, protesters burned
the U.S. flag; they characterized
their political philosophies by
disrespecting the nomination
process. This demon strati on
was contrived because of the in
equity of the Vietnam War and
the killing of the last American
heroe
If we observe 1968 and 1988,
we'll notice under scrutiny that
there are parallels between
1988 and 1~68. We'll now ex·
amine the parallels and underlyi ng connections.

JANUARY 3D, 1968
The Viet Cong launched the
Tet Offensive, they attacked a
multitude of military bases
throughout South Vietnam.
The Viet Cong were victorious
even though they suffered many
casualties. This ambush
severed American spirits, and
disenchanted the South Vietnarnese. It caused America to
finally conclude that we weren't

--

------

--

--,

- -

--

JUNE 5, 1988

Presiden_t Reagan entered the
"lame duck" stage of his
presidency. Many rejoice
because the conservative agenda which has reigned in our
country for the last seven years
has left us on the brink of an
economic fallout.

Michael Dukakis. governor of
Massachusetts. captured the
presidential nomination of the
Democratic Party with a victory
in the California primary. Mr.
Dukakis defeated Rev. Jackson
and his "campaign of hope and
message for direction." Once
again the downtrodden were
"push~ out of the glimmering
sunsh ine of life's restless July
into the ATpine -winos of
November. "

•
APRIL 4,1968
Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King is
assassinated on a Memphis
motel balcony by James Earl
Ray. silencing a compelling
moral and spiritual leader, and
devastating many who visioned
him as an individual capable of
reshaping the direction of the
nation.

APRIL 19, 1988
Rev. Jesse L. Jackson, a King
lieutenant. lost the New York
State primary but won New
York City. It was sort of a
political extermination. Edward
I. Koch, mayor of New York City
commented on the character of
Rev. Jackson and about his actions following Dr. King's
assassination 20 years before.

"In 1968,
we witnessed
the mass
importation
of illegal
drugs. r s
JUNE 19, 1968

APRIL 4-9, 1968
Riots in major American
cities display the anguish of
Americans in regard to Dr.
King's death.

APRIL 9, 1988
e d . De m 0 n st rat 0 r S c ry 0 ut
against ponce brutatity and the
need for a special prosecutor
for racially motivated crimes.

Students felt domestically
they were being trampled by
the iron feet of oppression. "
I I

APRIL 24, 1968
Columbia students seized
five university buildings in a
quest to be heard.

People's
March
on
Washington was staged. Resurrection City was set up consisting of poor blacks, whites,
Native
Americans,
and
Hispani cs, but it had very little
impact.
JUNE 1988

Jesse Jackson, after losing
the Democratic nomination, is
forced to be a power broker for
the ooor. and his pas ition on the
Democratic ticket.

LSD, Angel Dust. amphetami nes, and marijuana immense Iy became integrated in
the lives of the young. "SEX,
DRUGS, AND ROCK & ROLL,"
coasted into the lives of many
Americans; the "H ipple" era
began.

APRIL 1968

NOVEMBER 1968

Eugene McCarthy won the
New Hamps hire primary, he
emerged as the frontrunner.

The musical Hair opened on
Broadway, illustrating the
emergence of the nonconformist culture.

MARCH 8, 1988

APRIL 1988

"The Seatles," British
superstars of the 60s" released
the critically acclaimed "vvntte
Album." It was a recording
reflecting the direction of the
occurrences of 1968.

The Rev. Jesse L. Jackson
won five states in the Super
Tuesday primaries; it marked
the first time an AfroAmerican presidential candidate carried so many states.

August Wilson, playwright,
has two' plays simultaneously
on Broadway; It is an artistic,
cultural first for an AfroAmerican playwright.

JUNE 8,1988
MARCH. 30, 1968 _ .
President Johnson withdrew

The nation's sense of vacancy.
resurfaced with the. assassina-

Continued from Page A3
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he is ever-changing. SOl was once a
"fantasy" operation to him. Now
DECEMBER 1968
he
proposes to spend $1 billion on
American astronauts circled
this "fantasy." Why can't he have
the moon for the first time,
regular fantasies about life li ke
most of us? It must have been supposed to keep Bentsen aroused.
FEBRUARY 1988
Many of us wish the Duke would
President Reagan suffers a
stop crying over the debates. Okay,
major setback when his testing
he wanted three debates and only reof "STAR WARS," Strategic
ceived two. Perhaps, he could
Defense Initiative. is rejected by
position the last debate with his viceboth houses of Congress.
presidential candidate, Lloyd
Bentsen. We think Bentsen woutd
give him an excellent challenge.
In completion, we can virFinally, why do the Democrats
tuously say 1968 impaired
have
such a grim outlook on life?
America's vision. The power of
Why are they the only ones who
the "power elite" was unleashdidn't
see America flourish during
ed and they or America will
President Reagan's reign? Why do
never be the same. It will remain
they always complain that they've
a land of the stalwart few and
suffered during these eight years?
the oppressed many. The "el ite" . Since Reagan took office from the
displayed that they possess the
infamous Jimmy Carter, unemploypower Congress and the Presiment has gone down to 5.5 percent,
prime interest rates are down to 10
dent were granted: declaration
percent.
and jobs have increased by
of war, on Vietnam, subliminal1.7 million; to name just a few things
ly.
our president has done for us. True,
In 1968, we witnessed the
the budget deficit has increased, but
mass importation of illegal
anyone who was aware of the article
in The Ticker (9-13-88), by Salvatore
drugs. The chief administrators
Traina, "D-E-F-I-C-I-T Does Not
of the importation were the power
Spell
Disaster, " would understand.
el ite. After the King and KenYou see, Mr. Senyszyn, we
nedy assassinations, drugs
challenge the Democratic Part y on
flowed into 'our society and
its policies and beliefs, unlike vou.
have remained ever since. Karl
But then, are we to expect more
Marx, wrote in the Communist
from a liberal such as you are? Dan
Manifesto, religion is the opium
Quayle is not any more "intellecfor the masses. Welfare was the
tually bankrupt" than Dukakis !5
financially bankrupt -far from II i
opium for the communist
hope you will cease speaking for the
masses in the United States
voters. \V~ should not have a Ii ice
during the 1930's. We can then
president "who has to use his penis
conclude, illegal drugs were.
for a brain" -anymore than we need
and still are, for the oppressed
somebody that is intellectually im. and revotutionary masses. .In
potent, such as the one you support
essence, the power ente is the
to be in the Oval Office.
representative democracy of
Sincerely,
America, henceforth and
Joseph Yuen
forever.
David Chiu

News

Features

Arts

Sports

YEAROF 1988

Students at various universities
block the entrances to
college buildings to dramatize
their views about their respective universities' investments in
South Africa and racism on
their campuses. Also. students
in Seoul and Russia. in rebuttal
to oppression. staged creative
protests.

MARCH 12,1968

Richard, Jimi Hendrix and
James Brewn, woven into a
Freudian. with a psychedelic,
•
touch.

SEPTEMBER 1968

CRACK, a highly addictive cocaine derivative threatens to
destroy America, especiallv
urban America, before the
1980's are history. Crack as well
other drugs are killing the
young Americans to the extent
that Congress has passed
legislation for military interdiction of imported drugs. Other
speak of drug legalization due
to the belief tnat it can't be
deleted from the streets of
America.

APRIL 1988

OP-ED

-_._------

MARCH 1988

massive bombing of North Vietnam. the possibility of China
enteri ng and a nuclear war eru p-

The Contras and Sandinistas
of Nicaragua, who are ina
. dispute over democracy and
communism' agreed to sign a
peace agreement and ceasefire.
The United states supports the
Contras wl1h military and
economic aid and feels the
agreement gives the Sandinistas, a cornrnunlst regime,
the advantage. America never
sent troops into combat in
Nicaragua due to the fact that
she didn't want to be positioned
in the war the way America was
positioned in Vietnam.

..

tion of Robert F. Kennedy.
senator from New York, in a
California hotel.

Second Day of Outrage stag-

,JAN UARY 1988

_ _--

himself from the presidential
contest, surprising many while
satisfying others.

able. _to. .win the. war without

ting.-

-----

MARCH 1988
Pri nee (Rogers Nelson),
rockstar, planned to release the
Black Album. It was said to be
sexually explict and Warner
Bros, hi~ recording company,
.refused to release it. Musically,
Prince is a combination of Little

Be Part of It
Call
725-7622
Or

Come by'
Anytime
Room 301F
Student
Center

.,.\

'"
October 11, 1988
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11~

1988

OP-ED

NEWS

In the previous two issues of The
Ticker, Michael G_ Robinson and
Christopher A. Ward had a duel of
pens over the issue of what the Civil
Rights Movement was trying to
achieve. Robinson asserted that the
focus of the movement was essentially to give black people equal access. Ward asserted that some
black people who had fought for
equal access now wanted-to have
Movement blacks are better off
their own separate culture, one
than they were before. However,
where it was all right to
there is sti II much ground to be
discriminate against whites or apcovered. I believe the Civil Rights
peal solely to blacks. The fact is
Movement was a success in part of " both Robinson and Ward made
its mission, 10 attain equal rights for valid points.
black people. The other goal,
No one following the camto give black people equal standing
paign of Jesse Jackson can say
in society, or what I call 'accepblacks have attained equal
tance' to the mainstream, has yet to
standing with whites. Too many
be achieved.
times polling found that
Continued from Page A 3

Subjective

Democrats would switch and
vote Republican if Jackson won
the nomination. The reason for
this could only be called racism.
However," Jackson did advance
the cause of black people
everywhere just for being there.
The original argument which
caused Robinson to attack
Ward, were Ward's comments
about magazines and television
proqrams which seem to be "for
blacks only." Ward sees this as a
form of discrimination on the
part of blacks. Ward even
makes the point that Robinson's column, "Two Black...Too
Strong" is also directed at a
particular group, suggesting
discrimination.
Is there anything -wrong with
having magazines or television

programs especially for blacks?
Why not? I doubt anyone would
complain about the Italian
shows broadcast on public
television, or the Japanese,
Spanish and British shows, for
that matter. There happens to
be a newspaper printed in
Italian that serves the New York
area. )1 Progresso. Is this
discrimination practiced by
"Italians against non-Italians?
No. It is just an attempt on the
part of Italians 10 maintain part
of their culture. So why could it
be wrong for those of African
descent to try to maintain a
culture different from the
mainstream of America?
I do not mean 10 say there is
no discrimination by black people. There is even discrimina-
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t ion among black people from
different origins, e.g. American
blacks, Jamaican blacks,
African blacks, and so on. It is a
mistake to view blacks as a
homogenous group, because
they certainly are not.
The thing that really gets to
me is something I heard when I
was at a lecture during Black
History Month. The speakers
that evening were supposed to
be C. Vernon Mason and the
Rev. AI Sharpton. Instead, two
professors from Baruch
substituted for them. The first
thing that bothered me was that
they seemed not to notice that a
part of their audience, including
myself. was not of African descent. All their comments were
directed at the majority in the
room. (Sounds a bit like the majority ignoring the minority
-discrimination, racism?) The
leaflets handed out inviti.ng
students to join an activist
group appealed to every group
of people except one. white
males. (Discrimination?)

The most disturbing part of
the lectures for me, and for my
companion, was that they
sounded like a call to
arms. The essential message
for the evening was "It is our
turn, we (people of color) will
soon be in the majority in New
York, so we should be in
power." I see nothing wrong
with a black mayor, governor or
president. I believe the people
of a co u n t ry s h 0 u I d be
, represented in their government. What bothers me is it
seems that the lecturers viewed
their cause as "US against
THEM." Why weren't they talking about a rainbow coalition,
where people of all colors could
be a part? Why was it blacks vs.
white people. In a way it seems
that some of the people there
that night were looking for a
chance to become the oppressors now that they were
becoming a majority.
I think there was certainly
racism going on in our last student election. Behind the
scenes I heard-- tal k that the
Caribbean clubs had felt
betrayed by the United Students
for Action party because a
white was chosen as candidate
for president. The Caribbean
st udents felt the USA owed
them a black candidate. As far
as I can tell, by the last census
of Baruch students I saw, the
mix of blacks and whites
was nearly 50/50. So why
would it be so horrible to have a
white president when half the
students are whi1e? Why was it
a betrayal to the Caribbean
st udents to have a white candidates? It sounds like racism
on their part .
I find this type of attitude unfortunate, though not unexpected. Why shouldn't blacks
have their chance to be the
discriminators? They have been
discriminated against for so
long? I would ha\le thought that
after being forced to live with
prejudice' for so long black
people would have seen that it
is evil, in any form. I just guess
it goes to show that all people
really are created equal; one
group is just as susceptible to
stupidity as another.
I

';

"
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Board 0/ Directors
Approves Interim
Increase

THE OFFICE OF COUNSELING
AND PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
CAN HELP YOU ACHIEVE YOUR GOALS:

By CAITLIN MOLLISON
The Board of Directors at an Oct.
6 meeting approved a proposal by
the Day Session Student Government to increase clubs' interim
budgets by 5150 each, according to
Karen Elliot. a board member.
According to Wilson Shum,
chairperson of the DSSG's Finance
Committee. the interim budget
amount was raised because government was aware that clubs did not
have enough money to work with.
"We didn't have the 'money before
to raise the interim budgets.
Because of the student fee increase
we now have almost quadruple the
funds," he said.
Shum stated that t he interim
budget amount has not been raised
in about six years because of inflation. He credited fellow Finance
Committee member, Frederika
Watson, with iniating the idea. but
he said. "I proposed that a 5150
budget wculdn 't kill us. It was motioned and voted on" (by the Student Council). The proposal was
then put before the Board of DirecL)fS, the final necessary step before
taking effect.
The increase was approved just in
time for many clubs who felt that
the 5200 they had been given was
not enough to get them through the
first part of the semester. Had this
not been passed. student organization" would have had to wait until
either the last week in October" or
the first week in November to have
access to any more of their budget.
The 5350 interim money will be subrract ed from the total amounts
allocated to clubs for the entire
year.
Said Rich Cole, the president of
the Italian Society. "The 5200 interim budget works out to a little
less than three bucks a person."
The Italian Society i~ one of
Baruch 's large: clubs, one whose
members '·are expecting to get rolling this year. It's hard telling them
we have no money." Cole said the
extra $150 will tide him over for
another month.
·'\Ve definitely
could use the money," he said.

Many club officers hav e cornplained that they have at times had
ro reach into their own pockets to
pay for events. Cole said that he
has not paid a disc jockey for a recent party as of yet. ··\Ve have no
guaranteed funds to pay for this."
he said. Cole said that he might
have to write out a personal check
to cover the services.
Johnny Tse, the president of the
Investment Club also stated that he
has ··shelled out money out of my
Phi Beta Sigma
own pocket."
Society Director, Shawn Reel said
many of his clubs' members are not
financially stable enough to contribute so "rnost of the burden falls
on the shoulders of those who are."
Phi Beta Sigma had originally
planned to host six events this year,
hut because the interim budget was
5200, that number had to be cut to
three. Reei said the extra 5150 will
enable them to go ahead with their
plans as scheduled.
The DSSG has S194,000 to
allocate to clubs this year. Shurn
called it "ridiculous" to givevonly
511.0<X> out to organizations at the
beg!nning of the semester. . 'The
clubs need it in the beginning to get
the members. \\'e're trying to get
more in touch with the clubs," he
said. "v..'e have too much student

The Baruch College Office of Counseling and Psychological Services has a
Staff of experienced and professionally trained psychologists and counselors
who can help. Services are provided free of cost to all Baruch students. Every
student's contact with the office is strictly confidential!
You may choose:

Individual
Counseling

Group
Counseling

SPECIAL PROGRAMS (Save the Dates!)
A.) ASSERTING YOURSELF! (Dr. Elaine So1o)
Tl1is workshop helps participants to assess tlleir assertive behavior and offers ~uidelines for behaving assertively in a
variety of situations.
TtJesday: October 25. 1988: 11 :00AM-1 :OOPM
B.) CAREER AND COUNSELING MAJOR EXPLORATION SERIES (Or. Toni Heris)

-Choose sessions I, II, or III, or take as a series
I. Career Self-Exploration: Thursday, October 20, 1988: 12:30-2:00PM

Increase your self awareness regarding your interest. values. and abilities as these relate to choosing college majors and
careers.

II. Researching Careers: Thursday. November 3rd, 1988: 12:30-2:00PM
Learn how to gather valuable information 01 ralevance to choosing ,college majlus and careers.

apathy. To get these stude nt s more

IiI. Career Decision-making: Thursday, November 17. 1988: 12:30-2:00PM

active we need these dubs to gel invo lved , "
According to DSSG rresident
Ai nsley Boisson, the additional
59,000 expenditure allows clubs
"more access TO more money for
programming." When asked why
the S350 was not given to clubs at
the beginning of the semester, he
replied, "I suppose ideas pop up
when something needs to be done."
Shum said that the first few weeks
of this semester have been spent
orzanizins
the work and training
new government members.
Cole said, "1 can understand
that things are hectic and as soon as
they (DSSG) noticed a problem
they got on it." But. he said, "It
seemed like last year's DSSG got
things moving quicker.'·

Help with how to decide upon a college major and career.

~

~

Special Workshops
or Programs

C.) COPING WITH MATH ANXIETY (Or. lois Lieberman)
---

Develop a better understanding of. and learn. strategies for coping with. math

~nxiety.

(Take as a series.)

Tuesdays: November tst. 8th and 15th: 4:0«l-5:00PM
D.} ASIAN STUDENTS WORKSHOP SERIES (Dr. W. David Cheng)
L Adjustment to College Environment and Stress Management.
Wednesday: October 26th, 1988: 3:00-4:0IJPM (Globus Lounge)

II. Assertiveness Training and Cultural Differences.
Wednesday: November 2nd, 1988: 3:00-4: OOPM (Globus Lounge)

I

....

III. Career Exploration for Asian Students.
Wednesday: November 9th, 1988: 3:00-4:()OPM (Globus Lounge).
E.) ARE EXAMS GETTING YOU DOWN? (Mr. Pierre Tribaudi)

Come to this informative and fun workshop to learn how to relax and reduce tlla stress involved while taking exams.
Tuesday: November 15th., 1988: 2:30-4:00PM
Thursday: November 17th, 1988: 1:00-2:30PM
Tuesday: November 22nd. 1988: 2:30-4:0DPM
F.) BUILDING POSITIVE SELF-ESTEEM (Dr. Janice Ruffin)
Clloose Workshop only or Workshop and Counseling Group.

Workshop: Wednesday: Odober 26th, 1988: 3:30-S:00PM
Understand the nature of self-esteem; learn ways of self-assessment; use exer~iS8s to improve self-esteem.

Caunseling Group: Wednesdays, 3:30-S:00PM, November 2nd through December 21st (8 weeks)
Iclentify personal goals and use the group experience to build self-esteem.
·Counseling and Psychological Services
Room 1737
31)0 Park Avenue South
(between 25th and 26th Streets)
Monday through Friday 9AM-SPM
Evening hours are available by appointment only
Call (212) 725J4458 9AM-5PM ..

Come in for an appointment and/or sign up for workshops/groups of your choice!

.,.

All Workshops/Groups will meet in the Office of Counsaling and Psychological Services, unless
otherwise noted.

COMING NEXT ISSUE: Samuel Johnson, dean of
students, talks to The Ticker about the role and importance
of ethnic clubs at Baruch. An expert in the field of
cross-cultural relations, Johnson will give some insight into
the rise of ethnic clubs and why these clubs are important
to many students.

•
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Elected
(Continued from front page)

The Ticker, individuals addressed
DSSG representatives as to why he
or she would be valuable asset to
the school as a council member.
After a -two week period in which
Boisson said. "A lot of people
responded," the council voted.
Robyn Henzel has been chosen as
the new upper council member and
Alan Szydlowski has been elected to
fill Liu's position. A. third spot that
was never occupied was given to
Scott B. Clair as a lower council
representative.
The method used to choose
Williams and Bigger required two
steps. First, an evaluation and
then. an approval by the council.
The procedure to elect council
members varies significantly from
the style used in electing vice presidential candidates.
As Vice President of Campus Affairs, Williams will inform the
council and Executive Board of college space, facilities and service
issues that may affect students. In
the past, this' position primarily entitled the vice president to organize
on-campus entert ainment, the
Senior Bash and other social functions. According to Williams, the
job will now cover the true meaning

I

.

...."
.
;".

.,~

.~--~.

of the words Campus Affairs. "In
the past the committee has concentrated mainly on social activities.
Now we will try to cover all
aspel:ts." Some examples of these
aspects are getting extended library
hours, periodical use of an extra
elevator at the Park Avenue
building during rush hours and getting hot food in the cafeteria. Getting the clocks in the classrooms
and hallways to work was an issue
she addressed and is currently being
installed.
Bigger's responsibilities as Vice
President of Legislative Affairs will
be to serve as the representative for
DSSG to the City University Student Senate. In essence, he will deal
with all legal matters pertaining to
st udent government. One special
aspect of his job will entail the running of a free legal counseling
. center for students. In addition, he
hopes to have these participating
lawyers give lectures to large groups
as well as personal ones. Such
topics as income tax filing and immigration laws can be addressed.
There is one vice presidential
position open in the Academic Affairs department, but Boisson
hopes to have that filled by the next
meeting. However, according ro
Boisson, the need for students to be
involved on government is tremendous. . 'It is important that students
sit in on faculty committees and express our point of view. In the recent past students have not attended." The Committee of Academic

.-K£. ::l~.>.
. ,.~'.'."?
~............._
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signed. and should have remained
Affairs would recommend an in- active. "He deprives himself of
dividual who would later have to be having the power to change the
~proved by council.
i things by not being in it," Soisson
said.
Richman stated that rhe mood of
the government was more of a
social' atmosphere. "I didn't feel
(Conrinued from front page)
that I had that much confidence in
them," he said, and added. "I
dent body in general, such as the blame the DSSG, but I blame it
lack of a standard cafeteria. and more on the administration. I feel
poor eleva tor service. "I didn't feel the administration is insensitive to
! they were representing the needs of student
needs. Upper council
Baruch," Richman stated. member Frederika Watson con; Richman has not attended any of tended, "If he strongly feels that
: °he DSSG meetings this semester.
way, he should have spoken."
: DSSG President Ainsley Boisson
Richman also explained that he
! responded to Richman's charges, was "disgusted by' what I saw. I
i
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DSSG President Ainsley Boisson.

I

and stated, "'He is not in any posi- though I could make a di fference."
tion to make any allegations against Watson replied that "Stuart
this year's DSSG because he is not [Richman] should have said somepart of it." Boisson explained that if thing. I have the impression he was
Richman was so concerned about just expecting everything to fall into
these issues, he should not have re- his lap."
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Office of Career Services
School of Business and Public Administration

Accreditation Agency
To Review Baruch
B~'

J

RITA tEAHY

Preparations are under \.... ay for
the September 19R9 review of
Baruch College for re-accreditation
by the Middle States Association, a
regional accrediting association. according to Carl Rollyson, the
newly-appointed acting associate
provost.
In order to be considered for
re-accreditation, the College is required to prepare a self-study which
will detail -the- concerns of the
school and to conduct a review of
its programs, demonstrating what
improvements and declines have occurred in the ten years since Baruch
was last reviewed.
Rollyson says that several committees have already been formed,
each of which will concentrate on
one of the College's primary concerns. These committees include: a
steering committee, which will
supervise the entire project; a retention. committee, an academic
computing committee and a

research committee. These committees art' each composed of several
tacult x rr-cmbers and one student
repr eventattve since. said Rollvson.
··\Ve do sec '>r udent s as being involv ed in the accreditation process."
Because the commit tee work has
not yet begun, Rollyson declined to
comment on what he feels are some
of the school's specific weaknesses,
and stated that "their (the committeesl~initiaLJne~JilJg_ will raise
these issues." However, he did say
that "the names of the committees
should give some clue " as to the
broader concerns of the college.
Rollyson pointed out that this
year the project "is just getting
started" and that the heaviest work
will be done during the spring
semester. A team from the Middle
States Association will visit Baruch
sometime in the Fall of 1989. Colleges are usually reviewed for re-accreditation every ten years. The last
time Baruch was reviewed was 1979.
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Associate Director of Rehabilitation
lind Construction Alphonse T. Zatorski.

Baruch College has been forced,
use of asbestos was stopped in 1978. ing asbestos only arose when
during the course of renovations, to
the government has still not required renovations were planned. In efstart removing toxic asbestos, a
mandatory removal of all asbestos fect, this issue can be controlled unknown carcinogen, from the walls in
material. Only in certain circum-. til those with the power to decide
17 Lexington Ave. The bulk of the stances is the removal mandated. are ready to deal with it.
asbestos removal is taking place near . Furthermore, Rep. James J. Florio'
The myriad of procedures
the eighth floor laboratories, ac- (D·NJ) says government is doing
., ... Nothing more than sweeping regulating asbestos removal ilcording to Alphonse T. Zatorski,
associate director of rehabilitation
this alarming problem under the lustrate how imperative it is to keep
and construction. The removal is berug." Non-decision making, as ex- it contained. Workers wear special
ing supervised by Testwell Laborapressed by Paun Kantor, author of suits and must go through a detories of New Jersey, Inc.
The Dependent City, is described as contamination process before they
"the ability of some interests to can leave the area, All the asbestos is
Asbestos removal is a dangerous
keep issues from being voiced and bagged twice before it is transported
process, which can create a health
getting on the political agenda." It to a dump site. According to Kaufhazard. Posted signs, designating
follows, then, that the power of non- man, each of the bags used for
areas of asbestos removal, warn of
decision making can be used to hide disposal are eight millimeters thick.
the danger and risk of lung disease.
certain issues, or, to ignore the In comparison, the average houseneed for a decision. The nation- hold garbage bag is approximately
Are students and faculty at any
wide problem of asbestos is ignored one millimeter thick. During the
risk? The asbestos is behind
until those in the position to make a removal process the air is constantly
the walls, so there is no real
decision are forced to actuate rele- being monitored for asbestos conexposure, according to Zatorski,
vant policy. The dangers of remov- tent. If there is too much asbestos in
These marked areas, however, are
evidence of the real potential for
danger. "Do not go into any room
that has a sign 'Danger'. Do not
enter. It is dangerous," warned
Zatorski. Protective measures are
being taken to make sure no one
comes into potentially hazardous
areas by accident. Entrances to
these areas are blocked, and affected rooms are cased with two
layers of plastic to prevent any
fibers from reaching outside. The
concern is to make sure that "People do not stray or wander into
these areas" during removal, states
Daniel Kaufman. coordinator of
campus operations.

the air, work will stop. The large
silver tubes that can be seen extending up from the basement at the
rear exit of 17 Lexington Ave. are
part of the air-filtering process.
These tubes create a negative draft
that causes the air to be vacuumed
and filtered. After the removal is
complete, the remaining asbestos,
now in microscopic form. is treated
with a spray that encapsulates it and
locks it down to the fixtures permanently.

Asbestos, a fiberous mineral, is
not chemically reactive, according to
a New York City based industrial
hygienist, who asked to remain
anonymous. In other words, if
asbestos is taken into the .systern the
body can not digest or remove it.
The lungs will a1:>sorb the fibers in
the air, and it will remain in the
body.
The fibers can cause
.• .. .lung cancer, mesothelioma
(cancer of the chest membrane),
and other diseases," according to
an article in the May 1988 issue of
Consumers Research Magazine. In
a solid state asbestos does not pose
a risk. The real health hazard, according to the article, is when the
material is in a "friable," (easily
crumpled) state, because "carcinogenic fibers," (cancer causing)
fibers, are released. The asbestos
will become friable when the contractors becin removing it.
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According to the Environmental
Protection Agency, "Removing
asbestos can sometimes be more
dangerous than leaving it in place."

...

These tubes, which wert at the rear entrance of 17 Lexiaatoa A"e., were part of an
air filtering system. The tubes create a negative draft, wbich causes the air to be
filtered and vacu u meet. The remaining asbestos is tben treattcl with a spray tbat
encapsulates it.

South win all have air conditioning
systems installed. To avoid displacing the large classes that usually
meet in these areas removal will take
place during the next year's winter
break and again in the summer when
classes are no longer in session. The
science labs will be refurbished and
restrooms from the sixth floor
through the sixteenth floor on the
east side of the building will be
renovated. Some of th~ piping
behind the walls in the bathrooms
are covered with asbestos and must
be removed.
"The laws in New York City regarding the removal of asbestos are
the most stringent in the country,"
states Zatorski. .. Areas that pose
any risk will be shut off from
students and every precaution is
being taken to ensure absolute safety,' he said.

z

By BARBARA MEISSNER
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Baruch Removes
Asbestos From
•
17Le
gton Ave.

Baruch has known about the
presence of asbestos for "an infinite
length of time," as Zatorski put it.
The removal of it. however, was not
mandatory unless renovations were
scheduled in the areas where
asbestos was located. Although the

•

In the basement of 17 Lexington Ave., the boiler room and
heating plant were found to contain
pipes that used asbestos as a form
of thermal insulation. The removal
of the asbestos containing material
from these areas is now 90 percent
complete, according to Kaufman.
Reinsulation of the pipes with a new
material will complete the project in
this area. Other sites that are
presently affected include: the
.machine rooms, now 50 percent

complete and the eighth floor science
labs, now 75 percent complete.
There are strict laws regarding
the removal of asbestos. Local Law
number 76 stipulates, according to
Zatorski, that one must, being an
operator or owner of a building,
engage a licensed consultant to
determine if there is any presence of
asbestos before construction can
begin. The consultant must also
determine the nature of the
asbestos, construct drawings depicting its location and prescribe
specifications for its removal. The
dormitory authority is also taking
an inventory of the asbestos in all of
the buildings that Baruch owns,
which are the student center, administrative building, 24th street
building and the 23rd street
building. This is because in the
future the law may be amended to
require all asbestos to be removed
from the buildings.
Testwell Laboratories of New
Jersey, Inc. is supervising the
operation here at Baruch, in addition to similar projects at many
other schools. Testwell would not
comment on the progress of the
removal. Has Modi, the project
manager at the City University of
New York, did comment on Testwell's exemplary record. however.
He said they are the "best consultants," and are "very responsible."
Testwell supervises contractors that
do the actual removal. These contractors must be licensed and in addition each contractor carries three
million dollars worth of insurance
for twenty years, according to Zatorski. There are few contractors who
can meet these requirements, which
adds to the expense of its removal.
There are new renovations
planned for next year which will also
require asbestos removal. The main
auditorium. Four North and FOllI

CUNY
Committee
Proposes
Free
Tuition
By TONI COLAVITO
1
I

On Sept. 25th the Committee for
Equality in Education held a general
membership to generate SUPP()rt for
I the
reinstatement of free tuition at
I the City University.
I The Comrni ttee was organized in
[1982 by the University Student
lSenate. Th~ September meeting was
;guided by Leo Benjamin, author of
'Our Beloved Memory of Free Tui'tion, and Joseph C. Ferrara. The
purpose of the committee is to
ieducate the public about the ine'qualities of education at the public
!and higher level, and to promote
'the return offree tuition at CUNY.
In 1976 an uengineered financial
: collapse" occurred in New York
! City. [according to whom (this is an
, editorial statementj] Those involved
iin the collapse and later in the
:financial bailout, demanded the
i imposition of tuition fees at CUNY.
i They claimed that it was the only
! way to save the city from bankrupt:cy. As a result a $200
tuition fee
, was installed.
Anthony Rivieccio, president of
;the Committee, stated that the im: plementation and consistent rise of
I tuition costs affect mainly the
I minorities. The Committee argues
! that no one should be deprived of a
I college education simply because
: they cannot afford it.
: "We need to make higher educai tion a natural human right,"
: declared Leo Benjamin.
, According to private studies the
I process of applying for Tui tion
I Assistance
Program and other
financial aid programs becomes increasingly complicated every year.
Furthermore, for every dollar collected intuition fee. at least $1.30 is
expended to process the paperwork
involved. Consequently, less money
is available for faculty, student services and school staff.
Abdallah Muhammed, the only
student Board Member on the
CUNY Board of Trustees, was the
keynote speaker. Muhammed ex~ pressed the worthiness of the Committee's cause, HOur children are
being criminally shortchanged if we
do not offerthem free tuition."
I

See

pl~e

A 12, Column 3.

Resigns

Ethnicity
(Continued from front page)

\ (Continued from front page)
\

them up, but stated that each subcommittee was chosen based on the
hours that the members had in common.
~
"The subcommittees were set up
by which two people had the most
number of hours," he said.
According to Shum, it was coincidental that none of the subcom" mittee members were of the same
culture or background. He said that
he then presented the information
to the Student Council. "As the
Chair, I reported this is what we've
done and these are" the advantages,
but it was not the prime issue."

the summer, both of which Wan was
absent from. "I was concerned if he
I was getting the Council together. including the executive board
Council," Aaron said. During a
I meeting to discuss the DSSG, Aaron
suggested that Boisson ask Wan if
I she intended to stay on the DSSG.
! Wan said she originally wanted to
consider keeping her position, but
decided not to and submitted a letter
of resignation to DSSG Chairperson
Richard Mark. Mark did not return
The Ticker's phone calls inquiring
about her resignation.

I
I

Many checks and balances were
implemented, according to Shum,
.•so there is no subterfuge at all or
thought of subterfuge." The seven
members of the Finance Committee
were divided into three subcommittees that were designated as A, B
and C. Each of these groups was
then randomly assigned to different
student clubs. Additionally, Shum
said the fact that two people sit on
each subcommittee serves as
another way the members check
each other. The other member
Frederika Watson joined after the
others and does not sit on only one
sub-committee, but fills in if one
person is absent. Watson was
originally a member of the CoSponsorship Committee, which has
been dissolved.
Shum later said that the cultural
aspect had played a minor role in
pairing ~ members up but described
nis purpose in doing so as an effort
to make the system as fair as
possible. We didn't want to seem
like there was any bias at all," he
said. "It's not a question of not
trusting each other."
Shum also brought up the
possibility that "it might actually
work in reverse." In other words
people might be harder on clubs
that represent their own ethnic
group when reviewing their budget
submissions, he said.
Although this method of pairing
members and creating a mix has
not, according to Shum been put in
place because of any problems of
this kind in the past, Committee
Member Apollo Matthew, lower
council stated, "It's gonna
happen." Matthew said that, "I unfortunately showed some of my own
bias (when dealing with the Vietnamese Club). I made this crazy
comment about some proposed
events. "

executive positions can only be
made by' other executive board
members. In this case both Helen
Lallgie, the DSSG treasurer, and
Maria Aliot t a, the executive
secretary ~are also entitled to put
forth candidates for approval. ><>.,;.,~,'.:>,"'"~"~,,,,.,.
by council. Some government
members, including Watson, were
not familiar with .these rules." "I
was relying on him (Boisson) to be
familiar with it (the constitution)
and at the same time I wasn't concerned with it."
.. f
-e
.
<
Boisson said that when he
z
-e
originally learned of the possibility
en
-e
of Wan's resignation, he "didn't
..;l
w
want to go to council without writZ
ten evidence. It would have been
~
-e
risky." Boisson added that Wan's
....l
unofficial resignation has left the
situation in limbo; every week that
passes without an officiai resignation adds another two weeks before
another vice president can be
elected. Aliotta said the DSSG will
elect Watson as the acting vice president today until they clear up Wan's ---,"'""""',...."..~-r-r-~-ro~
DSSG President AJnsley----UOisson is concerned with the length of time it is taking
resignation.
to elect a new vice president.
~
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Package
Handlers
And Sorters

Wan claims that she submitted her
letter of resignation although no
on
thel)S~G .c~~~ to have it.
.

one·

.
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PART TIME - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . ,

At the OSSG's .Oct. 6 meeting,
Boisson proposed upper council
member Frederika Watson for the
vice-presidential slot which came as
a surprise to many council members who were unaware Wan had
resigned.
According to Joseph Reiss, upper
council, "(Boisson) should have
notified council before (Watson) was
nominated." Upper council member
Mitchell Cooper stated, "I was surprised"
when he learned of
Boisson's nomination. Watson said,
.. Ainsley (Boisson) had me in mind
to be vice president everr before Renda (Wan) ran for office."
The DSSG constitution states that
in addition to the official letter of
resignation, the position must be
publicly posted for two weeks prior
to a council vote. Nominations for

$S/HOUR TO START
.~-Permanent .

Part nme ·Positions
AVAILABLE SHIFTS
D6PM-11PM DMidnight-5AM
04AM-9AM 05:45AM-9:30AM
1111I111111I1111

11111111

11.11.

1111111111111111

Reaction to this from club officers has been mixed. Joyce
Soberal, president of PRIDE said,
"As long as they're fair, it doesn't
matter what they are, as long as
they treat all ethnic groups fairly."

Keeping Up With
C
TImes...
United Parcel Service
encourages people
to stay fit,
alert, and healthy.
As a Part Time Package Handler or Sorter. you'll
find an excellent way of keeping active and staying
in condition. This is a great opportunity for energetic people with lots of stamina who recognize
the benefits of regular activity. To Qualify you
must be at least 18 years of age, with the ability
to handle packages weighing up to 70 pounds.
If you enjoy the benefits of a good work out.
you'll love the benefits UPS has to offer. .. comprehensive company paid medical, dental. vision
and prescription coverage, paid holidayS and vacations (all after 6 months), plus promotion-fromwithin. advancement possibilities and solid career
growth opportunities.
To take advantage of these opportunities ...
APPLY IN PERSON

at 325 West Houston si, NYC

TO LOWER MANHATTAN: take theA,C.E or K
(8th Ave) trains to Spring St. located
1 block from the Westside Highway

Josh Holzer, secretary of the Investment Club, said he views it as a
"safeguard." Conversely. Michael
Fox, an advisory officer for the
Investment Club as well as Hillel,
r
stated, "I don't think it's a good
idea. I think what that does is make
bold the polari ty between races and
religions in thi s school. When you
look for biases you create biases."

During the hours of 6PM-8PM
on Tuesday, OCtober 11
Wednesday, OCtober 12
Thursday, OCtober 13

United Parcel Service
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
Joseph Reiss.
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Career
Workshop

Scholarships

and

The Student Center Program
Board will sponsor' 'The Blizzard of
Bucks Game Show" on Oct. 19th
at 6 p.m, in the 17 Lexington Ave.
Auditorium. Randomly selected
contestants can win up to
5500 in ca-h , depending on how
n;~".:h moncv t hcv snatch from the
Mo ncv \1a~hine.· Free t-shirt s will
be given ,)1I[.

Empire State Challenger scholarships and fellowships are available
for prospective teachers. Applicants
must be New York' State residents
who will be matriculated during the
1989-90 academic year.
Paul Douglas Teacher Scholarships are available for full-time
undergraduate study in certain
teacher shortage fields.
For more information, write:
The State Education Department
Cultural Education Center
Bureau of Higher and Professinal
Educational Testing
Albany, NY 12230

I
- . _I

'

,FREE
(Continued from page A 10)
According to Benjamin, the next
. rime Governor Cuomo and Mavor
:I Koch ask for budzet cut s in educational services, the Committee will
~

WANTED: Your Ad

Among the 500 members of the
Committee there are two Bronx
councilmen: Rev. Wendell Forster
and Rafael Castaneira and two
Manhattan councilmen: Stanley E.
Michels and Hilton B. Clark.
Membership is open to all and there
is a $10
annual fee which is used
to support a speakers bureau that
visits civil organizations and community groups throughout the city.

The Placement Office (PASS Office) of the School of Liberal Arts
and Sciences will be offering a
workshop on Career Choice and
Job Search Skills on Thursday, Oct.
20, 1988 at 1:00 p.m. in Room 1504,
17 Lexington Ave. For more information stop by the PASS Office
(Room 1504, 17 Lexington Ave.) or
call 725-3012.

Fellowships
SCPB
Blizzard
of Bucks

propose the idea of free tuition. The
mayor's office would not comment
on this statement.

October 11, 1988

Your
•

$10 for each added 3" x 1"
Must be paid in advance.
Bring your ad with a check or
money order to The Ticker,
301 F, Student center,

r

IT'S BETTER
THAN BILLBOARDS

~Extra

savings on interest
for EOUCAIO
supplemental loans (SLS)
A lender who works
as hard as you do.
services -

we care!
Don't let the lender ju
close in on vou.
.,
Get

, .....
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Profe$rj(Jng/g Give "Infider Information"
About Careerg In Finance

THE GREAT NORTH

REDISCOVERED
A Baruch Student Finds

By MARIA LIU

Great Travel Buys In Canada
The Baruch Faculty Lounge at
155 E 24 S1. was standing room onlyon Sept. 29. Approximately two
hundred spectators turned out for
the Symposium on Careers in
Finance.
Representatives from Citibank,
the New York Stock Exchange,
Sanford Bernstein & Co. and the
Prudential gave advice about starting a career in finance.
Sharon Hornick, assistant vice
president of corporate financial
recruiting of Citibank enjoys
working there because it is Hless
structured and gives (employees)
more movement. " Though Citicorp
is known chiefly as a New York based corporation" it is actually a national and international corporation which employs about ten thousand employees worldwide.
.

believe that there is a "personal 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - commitment" involved and to "get
your foot in the door" you must be
a "calculated risk taker. "
What they look for in all entry
level graduate is not only- their
grades or degree but their experience in the field, which is why
they suggest that would - be financiers gain more experience before
pursuing a Masters Degree.
The speakers placed great emphasis on hard work as being the
first step toward success. Other important assets are strong interpersonal skills, the ability to communicate, the integrity to stand up
for one's beliefs, the humility to accept criticism, and to listen to ad-
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Kent Rossetter is the Director of
Human Resources at The New York
Stock Exchange and he believes that
"motivation" is the road to success. Your "interest and attitude"
should complement your career. Be
willing to "search for something
you enjoy and do well." His colleague, John Paino, agrees with
him. Paini is the Director of
Regulatory Development, Coordinator of the Examiner Training
Program of the NYSE and a certified public ~countant. He emphasizes the importance of giving
oneself options because "when you
start limiting yourself, you limit
your career potential."
Sarah Sturtevant, Second Vice
President, Coordinator of the
Financial Advisor Association Program from Sanford & Co. started
out as an art broker before she
moved on to Sanford Bernstein.
George Hanley. Vice President of
Financial Planning and Linda
Rechtenbaugh, Associate Manager
of Recruiting and Employee
Development, -both of Prudential

-

VIce.

Spectators included students
James O'Connor and Michael

\

Important assets include:->"':"-'~
hard work, strong interpersonal
skills, and the humility to accept
criticism.

'day turnaround on receipt of
r correctly complete..-d
lications.
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$20 for 3" x 2"

725-7622.
Founding father Leo Benjamin
best summed up the Committee's
feelings, "If we go on living with all
this treachery, this nonsense, this
barbarity, this atrocity, this .lunacy
of tuition fees and the TAP auxiliary system .. we are disgracing
ourselves worse than any people in
all this world can disgrace
themselves. We must rise and stand
on our feet everywhere in the City
of New York and State of New
York and bring back the blessing of
tree tuition."

BARUCH COLLEGE, CUNY

-.,- .•.•. - - - - - - -- -_.
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Trontz, both finance majors. They
found the symposium to be very
informative, as did Paul
Kapassakis, a lower sophomore
who hopes to go to law school but
who also wants a career in i nvestment banking. Dennis Sirnicic, Vice
President of the Finance and
Economic Society, who will
graduate in January, shares George
Manley's views, "opportllnities
aren't limited despite public opinion. "
There are 195 companies
recruiting on our campus this
semester and coming this spring the
number will jump to 250. The purpose of the event was to benefit
students interested in finance and
was jointly coordinated by Dr. Dorrit Cowan, the assistant to the Dean
of External Affairs, the Finance
Society and the Office of Career
Services. It was funded by Quality
of Life.

St.

This is a first in a series of symposiums offered to the students of
the Business School.

WRITE
FOR
NEWS

By NATHANIEL KANNER
You never hear much about
Canada and Canadians, do you?
Sure they're up there, sending
America Nova Scotia lox and sayng
I "Eh?," drinking Molson Golden,
generally keeping to themselves and
minding their own business but we.
And we Americans don't give them
much thought. We always look to
the more glamorous parts of the
world to pique our interests especially when it comes ·to considering a vacation spot. Harsh
reality is" we Americans aren't ap-

I

+-

Jo~h's

OratorY

preciated everywhere we go. Who you can be in Montreal, the city on
wants to deal with hostile natives? which I will focus this article. A
Traipsing off to other parts of the whole different country, and so
world also tends to bea mite expen- conveniently located! Plus,
sive, Unfortunately, college American money goes a long way.
students often live on limited The current rate of exchange is on
budgets, hampering our dreams of the order of S1.20 Canadian for
visiting other countries.' However, each S1 American. Your money will
right above our noses is a practical buy a lot. making travel in Canada
and exciting alternative! Dear very affordable. How many other
reading audience, let me redirect countries can make that claim? But
your attention to the Great White
North and all it has to offer.

Canada is a very viable consideration for a vacation site. For one
thing, it's dose. In six hours by, car, .

Se« "CANADA"
Pag~
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By ROBERT COITEJil

Crowded elevators, filthy
classrooms. and tremendous
distances between classes. These
facets of life at Baruch may totally
disappear within the next three
years when the college executes it's
HMaster Plan" for expansion.
The plan includes the purchase of
two properties and the building of a
gymnasium complex, a theatre, oncampus food facilities, and a multifloored library/resource center with
an atrium. It will increase the campus by more than 40 percent from
278,000 square feet to more than
443,000 square feet. Marilyn
Mikulsky, Director of Campus
Planning and Development, said
that "The project which will take
three years to complete, was designed to accommodate a IS-year
growth in the school's enrollment."
She added that the school's expansion is "exceptionally fitting since
it's unveiling came on the 20th anniversary of Baruch's separation
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"Crowded elevators filthy classrooms and

lL,

tremendous distances between classes

I-

I-
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downtown and midtown business
districts. If we moved to Brooklyn,
we would have sacrificed strength
against our main competitors, Pace
and NYU."
Mikuslsky explained that the
Baruch administration went
through layers of red tape in findng
more space for the school. She said,
"By-laws of the State Department
of Education which say you can't
build outside of your master plan
without submitting an entirely new
one. In addition. a one-year environmental impact study of the
projects effects on the surrounding
area. " The later, according to
Mikulsky , is near completion.
Models of the master plan, which
are being designed by the midtown
architectural firm Davis Brody &
Associates, are available for viewing in the art gallery at 135 E. 22nd
Street. The opening of the exhibit
last Thursday, drew 300 professors,
students, and administrators. Davis
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educator and is currently an assistant principal of Vocational Art at
the High School of Art and' Design.
I would have to divide her paintings into two parts; abstract and
real-life. The abstract paintings included such works as "Jukebox,"
"Boy In Glass," "Legacy" and
•'The Red Goldfish." When I say
they are abstract, I mean abstract in
a realistic sense. They are pictures
from reality such as parrots,
flowers, people, ~ but they
are juxtaposed or combined with
other real life . pictures to give them
a sort of surrealistic look. Two of
my favorites were Jukebox" and
"The Red Goldfish." Both were
complete opposites on the emotional scale. '~Jukebox" was put
together with objects that were
meant to bring sharp contrasting
colors together. The work contained a jukebox with a brilliantly colored orchid growing from the top
of it. Below the jukebox were two
macaw parrots adding their own exuberance to the scene. Overall, one i
gets the impression of unsubdued
I
excitement from this combination
of vivid and lively colors inherent I;I
only to the objects themselves.
I

Starting Friday September 30th
and ending Wednesday December
7th~ a very talented (and I should
say established) artist, Suzattne
OsterweiJ will be having an art exhibition. This event is being held
free of charge at the President's
Gallery of Pratt Institute which is
on the first floor of the main
building. The hours are 9-5, Monday through Friday and is in a
relatively accessible part of
Brooklyn. It can be reached by car,
train or bus.
The Pratt lnstitute is actually a
university. It was built and founded
in 1887 on a 25-acre campus in the
Clinton Hall area of Brooklyn. Approximately 4,000 undergraduate
and graduate students specialize in
various fields offered by the school
which include: architecture, art and
design, computer information,
library sciences, engineering, and
liberal arts and sciences. The Pratt
Institute is known mostly for 00cuating promising art students.
Everyone on campus was either
doodling on a sketchpad or carrying
oversized art folders.
Suzanne Osterweil has a BS in art
education, an MFA in painting and
graphics from Pratt Institute, an
MS in educational administration
and supervision from Pace University. She is both an artist and an art
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Ancient Quadrants

Serigraph
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17"x18"
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... may totally disappear."
Brody has worked on large scale
projects in the past which include,
the renovation of the Mount Sinai
Medical Center's residential
buildings, a master renovation of
the New York Public Library's
main branch at 42nd Street, and improvements to the campus of the
University of Pennsylvania.
Mikulsky added that "We believe
that the frustration here has been in
part due to the fact that this campus
is not up to the standards of other
campuses. This show downstairs (at
the gallery) is a shot in the arm to
show people that we are finally going to have a new campus that is not
just there, but exceptional, as
well. "
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from City College. "
or.
"We've been fighting for a cam~ pus since 1968, and one thing kept
C happening after anot her to keep us
from building a campus" she added, "Problems began in 1972, when
our master plan was amended, and
Baruch was to go to the Atlantic
Terminal Site in Brooklyn. Progress
was also halted because of the
City's fiscal crisis of 1975, and the
City University system's budgeting
was transferred to the State Department of Education in 1977 -the
same year that Joel Segall and I
came to Baruch. President Joel
Segall was not content with the
. - "Brooklyn ~rre: tie wanted the cam! pus to remain close to the
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A Preview Of Future Changes

the entire college In addition to servmg
as the cncuteuon hub lor the North
Campus It Will etso be the center tor
student services As the vestigial COllege
gfeen. the etnom '111111 be treated as an
oouxxx space With extenor pavmg on the
ttoors, mesomy' walls. trees and park
benches The oetcome« WIH be enlivened
by cenuteverea lOunge spaces. otteunq
students a pleasant place to Sit under uie
Skylight between classes
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ABSTRACTION AND-REALITY:
THE ART .OF SUZANE OSTERWEIL.

THE BARUCH COLLEGE IVIASTERPLAN
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Crew Reunion Acrylic 42"x 30" 1981

On the other side of this emotional spectrum was •'The Red
Goldfish." This painting featured
two scenes. On the right hand side
was a bird's-eye view of a man on a
rowboat with a dog sitting on the
bow. On the left side was a woman
scuba diver swimming near the bottom of the ocean. In the left
background was tht. picture's
namesake, an orange ]Ish, in the
distance observing the scuba diver's
progress. With this set of scenes
Osterweil conveys a feeling of relaxation and serenity that fishing alone
or swimming alone in the deserted
sea can bring." Yet the two protagonists of this picture were not
quite alone. Though the colors and
mood of the scenes are dark and
shadowy in order to provide a
mood of solitude, the protagonists
retain some contact with the outside
world. The man has his dog for
company and the women has the
fish swimming by.
While viewing "The Red
Goldfish," I kept saying over and
over again in my head "where have
I seen this picture before? "It was
almost like a feeling of "deja-vu."
And then it struck me. I
remembered seeing the scuba-diver
from a cover picture on a National
Geographic magazine. When I
looked over Osterweil 's collectionof
real-life paintings, I came to the
same conclusion again. Osterweil
has a fondness for taking scenes
from television, newspapers and
magazines and converting them into
her style of painting. Most of the
subjects from her real-life collection
look like somebody or something
you have seen before but you can't
quite place the sources.
The subjects of her real-life paintings are usually a person or persons
doing something that has to do (but
not necessarily) with sports or the
sports world. This genre includes
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football players, hockey players,
rowers and even marching. band
musicians. At least one person in
each painting looks vaguely like someone you might have seen before
on television or a newspaper. In one
portrait of a group of men rowing a
boat, a rower in the rear of the
vessel has an uncanny resemblence
to Vice President George Bush.
All of the real-life portraits share
the same style of painting that
represents Osterweil's apparent
trademark. This style -of painting
includes: considerable attention to
details; wide use of vibrant color,
such as sunset red. emerald green.
aqua blue: and more importantly
the way she uses tones.
Her use of shades and tones
dcserves a <pecial note because it is
so di ffer ent from any other use of
colors I have ever seen. It is hard ~0
explain but you wilt understand
what I mean if you ever see her
work Unlike other artists. she docs
not blend "hades of colors together
to produce an uninterrupted blend
of hues. Instead degrees of shading
arc abrupt and clearlv discernible
though done with the utmost precision in order to create a pleasing
and unique effect. This technique is
not noticeable with her abstracts as
it is with her real-lites. This is probably due to the viewer's own
perception of the artwork itself.
You would not notice a type of
"abstra.:mess" in a work that you
were expecting it from where on the
ot her hand this same quality would
be immediately picked up in a painting meant to portray something in
reality.
Osterweil has been producing
her own style of paintings now for a
quarter of a cent ury. Hopefully it
will co ntiriue for another quarter
cent ury . Her art exhi bition is a
culmination of those past 25 years
and perhaps a glimpse of her new
projects on the horizon.

iICANADA/~
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(Continued from Page R I )
you say you want European flavor.
You've got it. Canada is nationally
bilingual, speaking both English
and French. No language barrier
there, plus, you can close your eyes
and imagine you're in France.
This past August, I took a road
trip and visited Montreal, along
with Ottawa and Toronto. Travelling by car affords you a lot of
freedom to go where you want,
when you want. The most direct
route to Montreal is by Interstate 87,
which will take you straight
north to Canada. Crossing the
border is no hassle at all. Passports
aren't required; merely stop at a
customs booth, declare your
business and drive on in. Upon
returning, it's advisable to bring
proof of birth or citizenship,
because it is usually requested on
entrance to the United States. 1-87
will become Autoroute ]5, which
runs north until the south shore
region of Montreal. In this area,
you'll find most of the inexpensive
motels. Rates run from $40-$55
Canadian per night, depending
upon occupancy. Downtown Montreal, west across the St. Lawrence
river, is accessible in 10 minutes via
metropolis run the Metro lines tying
car, or Metro (the Montreal subway the entire spance together. It's truly
system). Parking is plentiful, so a city within a city.
don't be concerned about taking
Walking the streets of Montreal,
the car into the city. Canadians are a
one gets the sense that the people
courteous lot, even when driving,
appear to live life more slowly. This
but be forewarned that road signs
may be a holdover from Montreal's
are in French only. Once you learn
French roots. Granted, it is a city of
that est mean east and ouest means big business and industry, however,
west, you'll be fine. A curious habit the inhabitants come across as less
Canadian drivers have is that they intense about the world around
drive with their headlights on dur- them. Montreal is a very romantic
ing the day. Don't be annoyed culture. Couples hand-in-band and
are
virtually
apparently, a Canadian governmen- arm-in-arm
everywhere, A general, openness
tal study was done and it was
discovered that driving with and friendliness are almost tangible,
'headlights on" during the· day putting strangers at~lri1berf-un';'
reduces the chances of having an ac- familiarity with the city.
The Roman Catholic influence
cident due to imroved car visibility.
On entering the city, I would on Montreal culture is visible in the
recommend you park your car (if plethora of elegant churches and
that is your chosen method of cathedrals. Perhaps the most
transportation) somewhere and notable is the St-Joseph's Oratory,
either travel by foot or subway to one of the world's largest basilicas
and one of the city's most imporget a good feel of the city.
Montreal boasts a population of tant religious shrines. The basilica
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Contemplative Garden at St. Joseph's Oratory

Another noteworthy church of
After dark.. the streets are
Activities towards the end of the
Montreal is the Basilica of Marie- day are not lacking. Montreal has a practically electric with the raw
Reine-du-Monde, built between full range of ethnic restaurants to energy of activity. The excitement
1870 and 1894. It is an exact one- choose from. Most distinctive were of Montreal definitely does not ebb
third size replica of St. Peter's in the substantial number of Viet- when the sun sets.
Rome. The outer and inner artwork namese restaurants. At one point
This brief tour of Montreal's
have been copied with astounding during its history, Vietnam was allure has been just that, brief, I
craftsmanship and attention to under French rule. Many Viet- have recounted the "m er est
detail. Without as well as within, it namese, speaking French, must highlights of Montreal, to afford
displays a magnificent example of have considered Montreal an attrac- the reader its most basic flavor.
Montreal's religious heritage.
tive city to emigrate to. The cuisine There is so much more to explore
Between Montreal's south shore tends to be hot and spicy, with some and experience that a newspaper arand downtown Montreal, is St. similarities to traditional Chinese, ticle does not do the cit)' justice. In
Helen's Island on the 51. Lawrence but different enough to make it uni- the future-when considering
river. In the center of the island is que. Rue Guy (Guy Street), Rue where to spend a week or two vacathe Pare Helene-de-Champlain, a Prince-Arthur, and Rue Saint- tioning-regard America's nor'landscapedare-j" wltll···· 'picnic .. Catharine' . are .
the ' .-tnern -ne;gnoor ~~ 'ari~Hy
grounds, lush green lawns, and an nightlife is a its best.
place to be shown a good time.
am~emempark~ilie~tend.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
entire day can be spent here, simply
walking around the island and
visiting all its attractions. Marine
life afficianados will want to stop
by the Aquarium, which is on the
small side, but houses a selfimportant bunch of playful
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Downtown Montreal Viewed From St. Helena's Island

1,023,000 residents in the
metropolitan area. A strong French
atmosphere abounds due to twothirds of the city being French
speaking. Visitors needn't be concerned, English is readily spoken
also, for those who don't parlez
francais. Subsequently, a mix is
created of Old World charm and
customs intermingled with indisputable moderriity. Soaring
towers of glass (20 to 47 stories
high) are interspersed with stately
and charming 18th and 19th century
buildings. A fantastic mosaic of past
deeds and present achievement is
achieved. Everywhere one looks, the
architecture bespeaks a vivid contrast of culture and history.
trast of culture and history.
An equally impressive city exists
below the surface of Montreal.
Miles of underground walkways lined with restaurants, shops, and
cafes connect with stores and
buildings above. Within this

was the dream of Brother Andre',
who had a simple wooden chapel on
this site and was known as a healer
invoking cures for hundreds
through prayer to his and Canada's
patron saint, St. Joseph. A magnificent, domed basilica was built in
tribute to the man held dear by the
faithful of Canada. A large staircase leads to the highest point of the
structure. On this staircase, devout
worshippers will climb step by step
on their kness, uttering a prayer on
each step. Across the street from St.
Joseph's Oratory is the Canadian
Historic Wax Museum, The
Museum is a two floor structure with
the bottom level housing a
reproduction of the early christian
catacombs in Rome. Wax scenes of
baptisms, burials, and other
religious rituals are depicted and
almost brought to life in their
realism. Various moments from
:Ir~~ ~nd early Canadian history
ar ~Xhibit ~n the second floor.
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penguins, murres and Atlantic puf-fins certain to please. They are the
star exhibition of the Montreal
Aquarium. The Old Fort and David
M. Stewart Museum is also located
on St. Helen's. The Old Fort was
....
erected in 1820 by the order of the
~~ of Wellingwn w ~~~t ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Montreal and the St. Lawrence
against possible American aggression. The fort is comprised of barracks, an armory, arsenal,
blockhouse, powder magazine, and
the David M. Stewart Museum. The
museum displays military artifacts,
maps and models relating to Cana- IF'F.fOI~n
dian and Montreal history. Adjacent to the Old fort is a dinner hall
that is host to The Feast of the
Governor, a dinner theater. A
medieval style meal (no utensils) is
served, along with entertainment in
keeping with the period setting. For
.
two hours you are, transported to
"I'-"'--'-~;*~;~
~ .. '.:::.~
: ....
<=.. v:•.•' 7"
., :.~. : ,; \,::~:(~><~:0:;iJc~~';::;
the 16th century, filled with songs
and skits of the era.
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What is the purpose of a resume?
A resume is a summary of education, experience and other interests
compiled by the applicant. A
resume is similar to a person's
fingerprints. No two resumes are
exactly the same just as no set of
fingerprints are exactly like another
set. There are some standard
guidelines which one should follow
when preparing a resume, but the
information a resume contains
depends upon the applicant. The
resume is the first step in finding a
job. The resume should contain:

1- Identification- personal data:
name, mailing address and
telephone number
2- Career objective- what type of
career goals one wishes to
achieve
3- Educational background- list
one's degrees, major, colleges
attended and your G.P.A.
4- Work experience- list all your
work experience related to
your major in order from
most recent to least recent
and a description of each job
5- Interests- include organizations and clubs that you are a
member of and awards that
you have received
6- Location of letters of recommendation

There are three types of resume
formats:
1- Chronological- the order in
which you present the information of work experience
and college experience are in
reverse chronological order.
2- Functional- list your skills and
accomplishments
3- Targeted- use this format
when you have a specific job
target in mind.
list only your capabilities and
achievernenss that relate to the
specific job.
The resume has great importance
in putting a person's job related
qualifications on paper. It gives the
potential employer actual information in determining how well suited
a person is for the job as a written
guide.

AND HAVE "FUN" DOING IT!
Rm 301F
STUDENT CENTER

The layout of a resume:
1- at least one page in length but
not more than two pages.
2- one inch margins all around
the paper and double space in
between paragraphs.
3- emphasize important information by indenting and
underlining.
4- emphasize your strengths by
the order in which you present your information' (ex.
education may be placed
before work experience if you
are a recent graduate).
S- MAKE SURE YOUR
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Mr. Donald Wendel
President
Bailings, Inc.
567 Fifth Avenue
Suite 475
New York, New York 19853
Dear Mr. Wendel:

.
M)' ability to deal with rapid growth and to manager people should allow

me to make a significant contribution to your company.

IN SCHOOLAT

JOURNALISM
SALES
ADVERTISING
ACCOUNTING
MARKETING
PROMOTION
PUBLIC RELATIONS
MANAGEMENT

45 Hone Avenue
New York, NY 10462
December 5, 1984

I am an experienced controller and CPA seeking an opportunity for further
career advancement in accounting management.

IIREAL
BUSINESS
EXPERIENCE

WE DO IT ALL:

BUSINESS

RESUME IS GRAMMATICALLY CORRECT
AND THAT THERE ARE
NO TYPOS.

My many accomplishments are outlined in the enclosed resume.

HOW TO WRITE
A
COVER
LETTER·
When sending resumes through the mail to prospective employers
without previous contact with them, a cover letter must accompany
the resume. The cover letter's main purpose is to introduce yourself
and your resume to the perspective employer.
1- It should contain four paragraphs:

My current salary is in the mid $50K range. Salary requirements will vary
upon the nature of the position, advancement opportunity and location.
Thank you for your consideration. I look forward to hearing from you.
Sincerely.
Tom Watson

SAMPLE COVER
LETTER
JOHN SMITH
26 West 40Th S1.
New York, NY 10010
Telephone: (212)643-9850

FIRST PARAGRAPH- state
the reason for your letter, identify the position you are applying for and how you heard
about the position.
SECOND PARAGRAPH- tell
the employer why you are interested in the position, the
company, its products and serVIces.
explain how your college and
work experience makes you
qualified for the job.
THIRD PARAGRAPH- refer
the employer to your resume.

ORJECTIVE:

To secure a position as an entry level accountant with a major public accounting firm.

EDUCATION:

B. B.A .. Baruch College, June. 1985

FOURTH PARAGRAPH- express your desire for an interview at an convenient time.

2- Format of the Cover Letter:
2 TYPES:
1- Block Format
2- Modified Block Format
-REMEMBER TO ALWAYS
WRITE G.RAMMATICALL Y
AND TO BE CONCISE.
-ALWAYS PROOFREAD YOUR
COVER LETTER AND RESUME.
These two documents will be used
by yoi r prospective employer to
determine if you will be interviewed. This reason should make you
realize that you must use great care
when you are preparing them. I
recommend that every student at
Baruch take advantage of the
resume writing workshop offered at
the college.

Major: Accountancy
GPA= 3067

EXPERIENCE:
1983- Present

PETERSO~. INC.

:\TY,

~\"

Accounts Receivable Clerk
- Record cash receipts
- Update 1~/ R
- Bill customers
- Send out monthly starerne n ts
- Data entry
- Answer phones
- Make collection calls and write collection
letters
EXTRACURRfCL'LAR
AcrIVITIES:
1982-85
1981-82

- President
- Secretary

REFERE~CES:

A vailable upon request

ACCOUNTI~G SOCIETY

SAMPLE RESUME

_IF1OU

DOIrTGET
INTO THE GRAD
SCHOOL Of
lOUl OIOICE?

GREAT PART TIME JOB - IDEAL FOR STUDENTS
LOCATED ON 23RD STREET
TELEMARKETING

Sure. there dH' ot~T

schools But why wnw)
Kdpl.m prep Cl )ur~~ help
students raise therr scows
and their chances of
be Ing admitted Into their

CAN EARN $10 PER HOUR OR MORE

first choice schools Fact
IS. no one t las helped
students score higher'

Guar Min of $7.S0Ihr wi exp
Guar Min of $5.S0/hr wi no exp

011 tI ~ ( OlJRSf~: MeAT. OAT. NCLfX, NTf. CPA, BAR RfVIEVV & OTHE~S

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

CaD Days, Evenings, Even Weekends

DAYSINIGHTSIWEEKENDS
Flexible Schedules
Special 4-9 Shift Available

CALL MR. DEAN AT
EDWARD BLANK ASSOCIATES
M-F
212-741-8163
9-5

S1UIUY No UPl.~ ClllBlJIo

212-977-8200
131 West 56 Street (Between 6th &7th Ave)
NewYork, N.Y 10019

)
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Public
Administration

PUBLIC SECTOR VS
PRIVATE SECTOR
ment, which has been unable to
eradicate this problem through the
The public sector is a term used public sector.
As more private sector functions
to describe the arena in which
assume
roles not handled efficiently
government distributes and
allocates its resources. It is the by the government, which is a term
government that provides what are called "privatization" as described
called public services. The private by E .5. Savas a professor of:
sector, also known as the market management here at Baruch, the
sector, is capable, sometimes if not differences between the public and
willing, to provide services that are private sector become more
obscure.
unprofitable.
The government IS also
Differences between the two can
.hypocritical,
in that it allows for
be stark, or hardly discernable. One
itself to create monopolies in order
of the most apparent differences
to deliver public services. but sharpbetween the public and private sectors is what is referred to as the ly regulates anything resembling a
monopoly in the private sector. Un"bottom line." For government,
til
recently, the United States Post
the bottom line is providing services
and equity among its constituen- Office had no competition.
America was at the mercy of a
cies. The private sector holds a very
bureaucracy that had no incentive
different theology concerning this
to deliver mail any faster than was
concept of what is the bottom line.
It focuses strictly on profit and cost absolutely necessary. The development of the concept "overnight
efficient methods of generating proair."
by Federal Express, was able
fit. I~ will not cater to those sectors
to provide the mass population with
that cannot produce profitable
an
affordable alternative. It has
results.
taken on the post office as competiThe private sector is willing.
tion,
because it saw a market to
however, to run what were once
deliver urgent packages. Recently,
! raditionally considered public secthe post office has even begun to
t o r responsibilities.
Volunteer
improve
its services. It is obviously
~r0i.lrS provide services in the comfeeling the effects of the free market
munity to the poor and homeless.
svstern
, and the generation of comfor instance. Thus, dealing with a
petition.
problem that has plagued govern------ - - - - - - By _BARBARA MEISSNER

Business
Administration

Mlrtin St1rkev

Program
management

Program
management

Pol itical
management

Political
management

pearance everybody is looking for.
They will, also, add a few inches to
his height by adding to the boots a
bit. Batman's costume will be
metallic, somewhat akin to armor.
But don't worry it won't be clunky
and bulky like the medieval Black
Knights. It will look like Batman's
costume and logically prevent him
from getting shot by any old crook
with a gun. The yellow emblern on
his chest is meant to attract attention so bullets aren't aimed at Batman's head, The Utility Belt will

--.r -0,.

Resource
management

Resource
management

The

Political management-operating in an environment in which groups have common or overlapping claims
concerning the distribution of goods and services.

Movie

Resource management-managing financial and human resources.
Source: Starling .

Fans who are curious about
Michael Keaton's dramatic acting
abilities need go no further than his
most recent film, Clean and Sober,
to dispel their curiosity. In Clean
and Sober, Keaton makes a IOO

Look carefully at Michael ·Keaton in "Clean and ~ber." This man could
play Batman well!!

\ ton has also directed

Supplies furnished.
Guaranteed details. Send SASE.
Write:

Brightside

Prot tutor Dffering indlv instruction In
MATH (Col! Alg.. Geo Int Alg., Trig.
Precalc. Calc. Fimt Math. Statistics)
PHYSiCS .. SPANISH
FRENCH
GERMAN * COMM. CO:lRESPONDENCE
EXPORT PROCEDURE $6-8/hr_ Call Ray
Bacchus 718-493-6942_

*

*
*

*

GROWTH
OPPORTUNITY
for men or women In the area to distribute
nationally-known products. Assistance
given_ Good earnings Phone Don (718)
387-2110 or (718) 388-7406

LFGE\f) lead:.. the way to a

new level of style_. _strong,
distinctive. elegant. LEGE:\D.
with handsome new school
identification features,
and a multitude of other
customizing options, is J-bo
the first ring to offer a
choice of two side designs.
For the ulnrnate memento

ACCOUNTANT
Social Services
Dynamic HoUSing Office of non-protn
organization seeks indiv to handle bank
recs journal entries. vouchering sunstoles billing proiets & running computer
software Excel oootv: Send resume to
Ms M Holmes 19 1 JoralerT1QI1 S! . 2nd
fir
BrOOklyn NY 1120 1

,t y( IIIr ('llilege npl'f!ellu·.

d100~L' LE(;E\D E\du~l\t·h

PART TIME CLERICAL
SATURDAYS 9-5

rrornArtt.arvcd. tilt' -tvhk~idt.T'

large midtown publisher needs ~rlght coliege students to work In Crrcutation
Department Satorcavs during SChool year
Pleasant work environment. hourly wage
$4 50 Summer fUil-ttrne potential
Ca!i 'or an ::jPDol"trnen! 2 ~ 2-869-1300
Ask for Lisa Sands Extension 2301

fl.,!, Qutlli~J:

Ibe Crafismansbip
The Reuurd }iJu Deserve.

Easy Work! Excellent Pay!
Assemble products at
home. Call for information:

--

""'"

INTERNSHIP:

Paid position avai'aoie Immediately for
work study-eligible student at growing
NYC literary publishing house. Call
Michael Schwartz (212; 226-0277.

~" ".;.'

504-641-8003. Ext.
A-9615

JOBS IN AUSTRALIA
immediate Opening for Men and Women.
$11.000 to $60.000
Construction.
Manutacturinq. Secretarial Work, Nurses.
Enqmeerinn Sales Hundreds of Jobs
Listed CAL L NOW' 206-736-7000 Ext
5: : A

CRUISE SHIPS
~ow Hifinq

Men and Women Summer &
Career Opportunities (Will Train). Excellent Pay Plus World Travel. Hawaii.
Bahamas Caribbean. Etc CALl NOW'
206-737-7000 Ext 511C

WANTED: Your Ad
PUBL~SHING

;:e ~::.~ ~,)

Adventure. The special effects are
__ being .h~ndleg_ J>~_ De.n:k_M~-d(Jins~
the man who did the.special effects
on Superman I and II. Lucasfilms
Industrial Light and Magic will also
playa part in the special effects area
of the film.
So there it is folks, the rundown
on the movie Batman you've been
waiting for. Hopefully. the film will
be worth the wait. If it isn't, well,
Michael Keaton can always go back
to doing comedy.

TUTORING

Box 1190 • Battle Creek, Ml49016

1)I~n'

Michelle Pfeiffer is a consideration
for the female lead in the Batman
movie.

..... This Halloween look for Halloween 4 to make its premiere. Also,
Hellbound: Hellraiser II is due out
from New World Pictures around
Halloween. Hellbound was
reportedly so gory that the Motion
Picture Association slapped it with
a multiple "X" rating. A few trips
to the editing room and the movie
was reduced to a strong "R". The
XXX version will no doubt be
released when the film is put into
video.

TERMS DEflNED:
Program managernent-c-forrnulation and implementation of public policy.

CLASS RI NGS

ri lilt.'

..... Whoopi Goldberg will play a
Jamaican housekeeper who
becomes the primary influence on
the life of a 12-year-old boy in
Claire's House. now playing.

"'; .... E.

If RT II RVED

Dalt·

STARK
TREKS•••

Stark's Arts

"CKER CLASSIFIEDS

I
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$20 for 2' x , ..
$10 for each acc ec 2" x , ..
Must be paid in advance
Bring your ad with a check or money order to
The Ticker, Room 50' F, Student Center. 725·7622

IT'S BETTER THAN BILLBOARDS!

degree turn from comedy and portrays a self-destructive drug abuser
on the end of his rope who tries to
get help by checking himself into a
drug rehab clinic. Keaton can do
drama, as this film clearly
, demonstrates, and Batman will be
, another test of those abilities. According to Kane, Michael Keaton
WILL look like Batman and his
alter ego Bruce Wayne. "When you
see Keaton in Batman he will have
an entirely different look then he
had in Clean and Sober. In Clean
and Sober Keaton had to look like a
drug addict, so he didn't shave and
he looked kind of tired. When
we're through with him he is going
to wear brand new, beautiful
clothing, he's going to have a
beautiful haircut and he won't look
tired," said Kane. Keaton is 3!' ,
'vigorously pumping iron so he'l\
have that muscular superhero ap-

I

Whoopi in aaire's House.

Q.

C

I

Hell RaiSft' II is so sorry is·

Ie0l

a XXX l"2.infE.
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18th St. Building

22nd St. Building

1st fl.
12th fl.
13th fl.
14th fl.

tst fl.
2nd fl.
3rd fl.
4th fl.

Copying machine, food
Study room
Language lab, Tutoring room
Copying machine

by

Diane Leppek
Glen J. Spangler

Copy machine, Television
Vending machines, Typewriters, Video games, and sometimes Dances.
Ticker, Ping pong, Chess sets
DSSG, Ping pong

23rd St. Building
Basemt. Swimming pool
2nd fl.
5th fl.
9th fl.
10th fl.
13th fl.

Study hall, Copying machines
Gym
Study hall
Vending machines, Copying machine
Computer lab

24th St. Building
1sf fl.
3rd fl.
6th fl.
7th fl.

Vending machines
Computers
Ubrary copying machines
Library copying machines

26th St. Building
Basemt.
4th fl.
5th fl.
9th fl.
13th fl.
17th fl.

Bookstore
Computers
Vending machines .
Graduate and Undergraduate Curriculv guidance
career Planning and Placement services
Copying machine
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Tour·
Of The 12 Inch

--------,-

-

: New York's legal and financial
districts and its hours reflect that. If
you happen to be in the area,
though, it may be well worth the
trip.

!

' R D O'-U
S IN:
~
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ROCK AND
SOUL
ELECTRONICS

NEW YORK CITY

In order to become an effective domestic 12 inch singles are comdance music disc jockey, one must petitive, but the prices for original '
possess a thorough, versatile record disco classics are expensive. (Such
ELECTRONICS
collection. It can be safely said that classics are out-of-print; this is why
470 7th Avenue (bet. 35th and 36th
without such a collection, a disc they are so cost ly.) Its midStreets) Manhattan
jockey is nothing, so, for the town location is very conve(212) 695-3953
benefit of all disc jockeys and dance nient, especially if your job is in the
Monday through Saturday, 9:30
music aficionados. I have compiled area. Owner Nick de Krechewo has
AM - 6:30 PM
a list of some of the record shoos { maintained a solid store that is
frequent. These shops all have dedicated to helping the customer.
In order to get the most out of Nick
strong dance music sections, and
and
his staff, however, one should
have - at one time or another provided my collection with some have his or her homework done
of its finest material. (My favorite before entering the store.
shops are not listed; it is up to the
most dedicated and discerning
listener to either find those locations
or develop some new locations that
perhaps I do not know of.) The
stores are listed in alphabetical
order.
705 6th Avenue (at 23rd Street)
Manhattan, (212) 924-5701

record volume, the store is unsurpassed. I have been in the Uptown
store only a few times, and the emphasis there is on jazz, compact
discs, and albums. The Downtown
store is a better choice for someone
interested in dance music. The
Downtown store's collection is
diverse, yet thorough enough to
satisfy different tastes adequately.
Like Rock and Soul, records are
always kept in stock and it is possible to buy a 12 inch that was .. hot"
from a year ago. Disco classics are
often not available here; the store
concerns itself with a two year time
frame with regard to 12 inch singles.
If you have time, you should check
out Tower's clearance annex on
East 4th and Lafayette; you will be
pleasantly surprised. Tower's
greatest asset is that it is open 365
days a year until midnight. This has
saved many a disc jockey from
potential embarrassment.

VINYLMANIA
RECORDS
60 Carmine Street
Manhattan, (212) 924-7223
Monday through Friday, I lAM9PM; Weekends lIA!\.1-7PM
329- Amsterdam Avenue (at 76th
Street) Manhattan, (212)496-5600
Monday through Friday IIAMI1PM; Weekends llAM-7PM

DOWNTOWN,
RECORD

BARRY'

port label..; David Morales and
David DePino are working at
Shakedown Studios on a sample
record called "Give Me The
Music." . . . Cultural Vibe, without
Glenn Toby, will release an album
"
November on Easy Street
or s... David Cole and Robert
CliVI es are at it again: "Do it Properly, Part 2" is a killer, maybe better than the original. David's album
on Epic Records will be out soon ...
Artomatik has released "Free,"
which was given notice two editions
ago. Do not sleep on this one. Also,
"Free" co-producer Charles Farrar
has produced the label- s second
club release, "Psychedelic Shack"
by The Trybe. "Shack" has Gil
Scott-Heron overtones to it, and
the beat will not disappoint... If
you have some free time, you
should read Nelson George's "The
Death Of Rhythm and Blues." The
documentary is well-written and
well-researched... The new
Danceteria is called Hoi Polloi, and
it will be located on 13th Street between 10th and 11 th Avenues. Like
Danceteria, the music and crowd
will be mixed, and there will be five
floors to party on. Opening is slated
for mid- to late October. .. TRACK
OF THE WEEK: "Useless" by
Kyrn Mazelle has not been released,
but it will be soon. and I guarantee
it will be one of the hottest tracks of
both this year and next year.

and you have not been inside
Barry's, you should be debarred.
Admittedly, two years ago Barry's
dancernusic repertoire is surprisingly strong. The store has a solid. if
n01 unspectacular. lineup of current
dance hits. but its forte is the collection of discount oldies it holds in
the back. It may take a while [0 sift
through the columns ri .e , tapes.
headphones) are \.. ell priced, as are
most of [he records. If for some
unexpl ained reason you have not
gone into Barry's to seek our a
record or tape. you owe it to
yourse If to do so <oon.

~
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23 Park Row
Manhattan, (212) /32-8600
\ londay through Saturday.
A\l - 6-:~5 P\l

,

-'

~

•

-Gary Borress

9:30
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In this issue I would like for us to
4. The Holy Boys: They're not : and "0 the Blood" are the best :
focus on those artists that have . the first group of Christians to rap ! songs on the album.
taken a turn for better in their i gospel and they won't be the last
ministry of music outside of New
but Here Lies The Planet Earth will
definitely
be recognized as the first
York City. Looking at the gospel
rap record to hit the radio stations in
industry today one could take
other states. Here Lies The Planet
notice of how advanced it has
Earth written by Ray, Ron, and
become. These artists for better or
for worse are the influence of the
Mark Hooker is a testarnonial rap
music we hear today.
record about a boy named Kay who
lives his life in the church but dies in
his sinful nature. This song won't
put you on the dance floor like
-_. ----- ---many rap records do but it has a
cute message for ignorant youths.
Expect to hear more from them in
the future.

2. Minister Jeff Jacobs And Tbe
International Gospel Music
Workshop Choir: I don't know
what happened to Jeff Jacobs since
he released his Delivered album but
I can tell you from listening to his
Somebody Needs You L.P. that he
needs a new set of engineers and
production staff. Besides the fact
that his album cover looks horrible,
the album on the whole sounds very
tacky. The only thing that kept this
album from hitting the garbage pail
were the messages that some of the
songs portrayed. After the success
of the Delivered album I was
strongly disappointed with the production and lack of enthusiasm put
into this album. Never seen "The
Righteous Forsaken" and "When
It's All Over" are the only strong
songs on the album.

Hothouse Flowers - People
Polygram Records

-

.....-"

Spinoccoli Pizza

ou

J&R :" often overlooked when
one looks for dance music because
of it, reputation a" a jazz outlet. Do

dance music department. The more
commercial underground and
freestyle are in abundance here,
with a liberal dosage of rap. Disco
classics are not a specialty here
unless what one is looking for was
originally OR an album that can be
found in the pop music bins. A major drawback is that this is one of
two stores listed here (Tower
Records is the other) where one cannot request to have a song listened
to in the event a decision to buy it
has not been made. For this reason,
it is necessary to have. one's
homework done before entering the
store. The hours - could be prohibitive as well; the store is near

.
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If you love veggies,

not he mistaken. J&R has a verv good

Downstairs Records has always had
a problem with being confused with.
Downtown Records on Avenue of
the Americas. This confusion is not
exactly bad, but it does not give
Downstairs its just due as a
reputable establishment of its own.
(In many respects. Downstairs is
-- better
than
Do w n t o wn . )
Downstairs is primarily an
underground music store; its
specialties are disco imports and
original disco classics. lfs prices .fbr
•

THE INFLUENCIAL

Bruce Marshall And The Clue Prove It
(ATM Records)

, Marshall Jefferson has returned to
the dance musice scene in a major •
way. "Open Your Eyes" is one of
the new season's hottest releases.
965 Broadwav (at 66th Street)
Jefferson. however. will not release
Manhattan, (212) 799-25(0)
the Celestial Mix commercially."
692 Broadway (at 4th Street)
(The Celestial Mix is the hottest
Manhattan, (212) 505-1500
mix. but will only be on promoBoth stores open everyday. 9:\\1- tional copies .) ... Roland Clark will
12MID
finally release his two powerhouses,
"Marry ~1e" and "Fool For
Tower Records is a New York i n- Love." They will be released by i
st it ut ion , it is that simple. For sheer
Atlantic Records on their WEA im- I

J&R MUSIC
WORLD

35 West 43rd Street (bet. 5th and
6th Aves.)
Manhattan, (212) 354-4684
Sunday through Friday, 10
A!\1-6:30 P!\1; Saturday IIAM6PM

•

1/

Record Review

NOTES:

TOWER
RECORDS

DOWNSTAIRS
RECORD

•

•

-Glen. J. Spangler

If you are a Baruch College student,

..

HOTHOUSE FLOWERS

~

607 East 23rd Street (bet. Park and
Lexington Aves.)
Manhattan, (212) 677-9095
Open everyday, 9 AM - 8 PM
-

RECORI> REVIEW

Sunday through Friday, 10:30 AM 7 PM; Saturday, 10:30 AM-9PM

RECORDS
AND TAPES

,
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J.M., Artorntltik and Stagz are the members of tbe group "Ar1omatik." Don't. sleep, Oft '. . . . new
. '
12-inc.h entitled ·~Free." It's smoking!
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7. The N'ew Jerse~' Mass Choir:
Fashion designers: if you're looking
for an album to use for choir anniversaries, why not kill two birds
with one stone. The New Jersey
Mass Choir got decked out for this
album, which includes some anniversary songs that are simply
splendid. Hold Up The Light is the
best album the New Jersey Mass
Choir released, but that's nothing
new considering that everything this
choir releases gets better and better.
The album even adds a touch of
new wave in "God Can Do,
Anything." "Let Jesus Lead You".

come to Uno's (~ and
veg out Eat them. by
the bowl in our delicate
Creme of Broccoli soup
or by the slice in our
unique Spinoccoli

.,

Pizza. Uno's.~ The

place for Chicago's
original deep dish
.
pIZUl.

-

.-

.'-..
.-,:"

3916thAve
107-18 70th Road
693 Sunrise Highway
Forest Hills
Lynbrook
Columbus Ave. & 8Ist
3rd Ave. & 11th

..
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and the famous "Hark! The Herald
Angels Sing." "Sweet Singer" will
( ;rel'II,,·il·j 1 )t l~'
be performed by Baritone, Steven
Kimbrough, the author of the play.
11< )( )}
A contribution of $5 will be re~() 1~IIII,.rSlJt"I.·1
quested at the door. St. Bar.'\A. "\\·'ti >lk. ~,\,.'I( sk ~ X)1 ~
tholomew's is located at Park
Avenue and 50th Street in Manhattan.
On Sunday, October 23 at 3
in the ring, perhaps at the price of
p.m., New York's distinguished
losing his own life. The absurdity of
brass
ensemble, the Signal Brass
their relationship is underlined in a
Quintet, will perform a Concert at
wonderful scene in which the comS1.
Bartholomew's Church. The
mander, teaching his protege proSignal Brass Quintet was formed in
, per technique for chopping wood,
t 1986 and s comprised of graduates
: gets so carried away demonstrating
RENEE WEILER CONC~T from the Juilliard School. The
; good form that he and not the
HALL.
,
! Quintet will play works by Scheidt,
; pnsoner ends up doing the dirty
a
t Greenwich House Music School I Bach, Arnold and Lutoslawski. A
work.
contribution of $5 will be requested
THE BOXER AND DEA TH will
Greenwich
House
Music
School
at
the door. St. Bartholomew's is
have a two-week engagement, Ocpresents:
located on Park Avenue at 50th
tober 12-25, at Film Forum 1, 57
MESCAL
WILSON,
pianist
Street in Manhattan.
Warts Street, Monday-Friday: 4, 6,
Friday,
October
21,
1988
8
pm
•••
8, 10 / Saturday-SundaytZ, 4, 6, 8,
Weiler
Concert
Hall
Renee
10.
Greenwich House Music School
46 Barrow Street
presents:
admission by contribution
WILLARD ROOSEVELT
Pianist Mescal Wilson will appear
Composer
I in recital Friday, October 21, 1988
Thursday,
October
13 at 8 p.m,
, at the Renee Weiler Concert Hall '
Renee 'Weiler Concert Hall
; 46 Barrow Street in Greenwich
46 Barrow Street
, Village. Ms. Wilson, first prize win!
Admission by contribution
ner in the Baldwin Concerto Competition in Dallas, and a finalist in
. the East-West Artists Competition Featuring:
in New York City, has performed Elisabeth Palrnedo , soprano-.
'solo recitals in Carnegie Recital David Shapiro, piano
.~
Hall; the Olympic Center in Lake Jerry Vabulas, clarinet
i
'Placid; on the American Land- Willard Roosevelt, piano
mar k s Festival Series; and across : • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • ••
The works of Willard Roosevelt
the country. Her recital will include :
works by Debussy. Bartok, J. S. will be featured on Thursday, OcBach. Chopin. and Schumann. For ; tober 13th at 8:00 p.m. in our contiFREE CLASSICAL
more information call Greenwich nuing series of Thursday Evening
Chamber Music in the Renee Weiler
GUITAR CONCERT
. House Music School at 242-4770.
Concert
Hall at Greenwich House
•••
AT BAYCHESTER
Music School. Mr. Roosevelt, the
On Sunday, Oct. 16 at 3 p.m.,
grandson
of Teddy Roosevelt,
"Sweet Singer," a musical play
LIBRARY
worked with Nadia Boulanger in
about the life of Charles Wesley,
Paris and has had his music perThe Baychester Regional Branch . the 18th century English poet, will formed at Carnegie Hall,' Town
of The NYPL, 2049 Asch Loop be performed at St. Bartholomew's Hall and across the country. The
a
North. will present guitarist Don Church. "Sweet Singer."
program includes works composed
dramatic/musical
monologue,
was
Wit ter ina free concert of classical
by
Mr. Roosevelt including a Wait:
Klmbrouzh ' who
music by Latin American com, , written bvSteven
.
for clarinet and piano, Songs from
posers on Saturday. October 15. at ad~;-',' Charles Wesley 's journals lyrics by Edgar Allen Poe, Sonatina
2:30 p.m. Free tickets will be and ;~rt-:>, as material for the play. for clarinet and piano and a two
available at the library one week in The musical portion of the play in- piano version of a piano concerto.
cludes settings of many of Wesley's
advance.
For further information, contact
Don WItter besan <t udvinz best lo ... ed poems including '·Come.
Dan Tuck~r (212) 242-4770.
classical piano at age four and 'per~ o Thou Traveller Unknown." "0
for a thousand tongues to sing."
(( oru inued (Ill th« next Page)
formed at Carnegie Recital Hall at
age fi ve. He later turned to classical
guitar and studied with several accom plished performer /teachers including Jack Duarte. leo Brouwer
and Jorge Morel. Mr . Witter has
performed at the South Street
Seaport. the Lincoln Center Librarv
of the Performing Arts. and at the
New York and New Jersey Classical
"-'-..:...
Guitar Societies,
* * *
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GAIL BECKER ASSOCIATES. INC.
III GREAT NECK RQAD,
GREAT NECK. NEW YORK 11021
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NEW BOOKLET
OFFERS
HEALTHFUL HINTS
FOR COLLEGE
STUDENTS
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WARNER BROS.
75 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, New York 10019
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PARENTS CLEARED
IN FAMED
AUSTRALIAN BABY
MURDER CASE
Sensational Story Is Subject of New
Warner Bros. Release, «A en in
I he Dark." Starring Meryl Streep

and Sam ..Velli.
Lindy and Michael Chamberlain.
accused of rnur deri ng their baby
daughter in what has been called
Austr alia« "trial of the cent un""
have been exonerated of all char aes
three judges on Australia "s No rt hern Territory Court of Aprea!
have ruled. The famed case is the
subject of a new movie to be released by Warner Bros. in November ,
Starring Meryl Streep and Sam
~eill. the film. ti tIed" A Cry in : he
Dark." tells the Chamberlain',
story from the time their baby
daughter disappeared during a camping trip to the historic and cultural
landmark Avers Rock in the
Australian outback in August of
1980-through their subsequent
trials. both 1.1 court and in the
larger court of public opinion, The
Chamberlains' ordeal was chronicled in the best-selling book "Evil
Angels" by John Bryson.
Despite insisting they were innocent, in 1982 the Chamberlains were
convicted. Lindy was found guilty
of murder and was sentenced to life
imprisonment at hard labor. Threeand-a-half years later. when crucial
new evidence in the form of her
baby's jacket was found a few miles
from the Ayres Rock campsite-Lindy's explanation could no
longer be discounted and she was
released from jail.
Her husband, Michael, a former
~venth Day Adventist pastor who
left his position with the church as a
result of the publicity surround the
trial, waS convicted as an accessory
after the fact and given an
18-month suspended sentence to
care for their two sons. Throughout
their legal nightmare, tne
Chamberlains' stoicism in the face
of adversity, rooted in their faith,
was widely construed by both the
press and Australian public as
evidence of their guilt.
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FILm FORum

It was 1975 and William Wolfe.
who would one dav become the
editor of Car Ste;eo magazine
owned by CBS. had just turned sixteen. "Thai was important for one
reason and one reason onlv"
recalls Wolfe. "Now I could
dri ve. ••

FREE EVENING OF
DRAMA AND MUSIC
AT DONNEL
LIBRARY CENTER

Film Forum is pleased to present
the American theatrical premiere of
the 1962 Czech feature THE BOXER .-\~D DEATH, directed by
Peter Solan. Previously unseen in
the U.S, (with the exception of a
1963 screening at the San Francisco
International Film Festival). the
film develops a powerful variation
on a classic theme: the struggle for
power between master and servant.
Here the master is the commander
of a concentration camp, a boxer
whose career has oeen interrupted
by service in Hitler's SSe A camp inmate, himself a boxer, narrowly
avoids execution by becoming the
commander's sparring partner.
Photographed in rich black and
white, THE BOXER AND
DEATH, explores the contradictory impulses of the human heart the Nazi's attempt at "good sportsmanship" in the midst of barbaric
events he himself controls; the inmate's desire to beat his tormentor
,

.'

.

Almost immediately, he set out to
replace the mono, AM radio in his
mother's green Dodge Dart with a
car stereo system. "I ended up with
a 6-watt per channel Roadstar
cassette receiver and a pair of
Pioneer 'surface-mount' speakers."
That was then. This is now. Today, Wolfe sports a car of his own,
and a much better car stereo
system. "The simple head units we
all knew and loved now contain
such refinements as Dolby C noise
reduction and four-times digital
oversampling."
About ten years ago, amplifiers
had a tough time mustering up
more than 50-watts per channel,'

.

The NYPL's Doinnell Library
Center. 20 West 53 Street, will present Shirley Blanc Romaine and
Pamela Levy Majnerner in "Life of
the Heart," their story of George
Sand and Frederic Chopin in words
and music on Tuesday, October 18,
at 6:00 p.m. Admission is free.
Shirley Blanc Romaine is the
creator and performer of Literature
As Theatre, a series of dramatic
programs of poetry and prose. !\.L.
Romaine has toured extensively'and
has appeared on Broadway and on
television.
Pamela Levy Majnemer is a
Juilliard graduate who has studied
music with Nadia Reisenberg and
Constance Keene. She has performed widely, including at the Manhattan School of Music, the Brooklyn
Conservatory, and the Blue Hill
Chamber Music Festival. "Life of
the Heart" is one of her most recent
works.

. .
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now there are three models rated at
over ten times that amount, and
dozens more delivering between 100
and 300 watts per side. The uncouth
equalizer/boosters of the past have
been replaced by sophisticated but
user-friendly graphic equalizers and
flexible, multichannel parametric
equalizers.
"Sure you can still get the kind of
inexpensive models that served time
on the back deck of my Dart, but
thanks to the sharing of
technologies ... the surface-mount
speaker has come of age;"
For an inexpensive model, you
can find a lot in the way of surfacemount speakers, but beware: There
are a lot of 'no names' out there.
We II-known man ufact u rers,
however, such as Sharp, Sentrek,
Sanyo, Realistic, Pioneer, Kraco,
Jet Sound, Jensen, Craig, Clarion,
and Audiovox all make surfacemounts under $100 that can be
powered by the am p lifi
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UNIQUE

BOAT

TRIP:
EXPLORING THE

HARBOR EDGE
On Saturday, October 22, 1988,
The Bronx County Historical Society will sponsor a unique three hour
boat tour to the edges of New York
Harbor. This is a rare opportunity to
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5:00a.m. to 8:00 a.m, or 8:30 a

•

Motorized Carrier

-$6.?9~r.
Musto\Vll a . car, have a valid license,
.. t
·
-~ ..

:

....
..

. r e p sration ·.auu Insurance.
Salary plus·~e.
3:00·a.m.to 7:00a.m.

:

..

..

..

:
:

Recovery Carrier

-$S.OO/hr
.
10:00 ~.. m.to 1:QO'p.~.

:
:

8orteI:s

---$6.00/hr.:
2:30a.m. to 7:00 a.m. Mustbe'prepared
.;
to workup to. two hOurs' overtime
a day uponreqDest·.
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(Continued From Page 814)

6:00·a.m.,to 9:00 a.m. .
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ALSO: JOIN THE VIDEO CLUB
We need writers, production crew, stagehands
and performers
1t'5 your chance to put together a real TV shO\;v

~
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Wall Street JOlII'Dai & otberperiodialls~
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1 to 2:30 PM
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SINGERS
COMEDIANS
GONG SHOW-TYPE TALENT (Anything Goes!)
AUDITION: October 27th, Rm. 111 24th St.

'1'

explore the lower harbor of New
York City on a specially chartered
boat. From the special vantage of
the water, s~e and feel the history,
nature and geology of the harbor of
the great city. Boarding time is
11:30 a.m., at the 42nd Street, Hudson River Pier of the Circle Line
Company, where parking is
available on the pier.
.
Here is an opportunity to see the
City's panorama from the northern
tip of Staten Island where Commodore Vanderbilt began his fables
career as a ferry boat captain, to the
shoreline of Brooklyn and New
Jersey.
This unique boat tour is available
at a price of $25.00 per person.
There is limited room, so please
send your check as soon as possible.
Our narrators are Mr. Sidney
I Horenstein
of the American
i Museum of Natural History, and
, Professor Lloyd Ultan, historian
~ and noted author.' Both gentlemen
i are consultants to The Bronx Coun: ty Historical Society. .
The trip goes rain or shine and
: there is secure shelter in case of
: heavy rain for everyone on board.
! In case of rough seas, the vessel will
I remain in sheltered waters. The
. . boat
does have a snack bar,
h?w~ver we advise that you bring a
pICnIC lunch.
For further information call The
Bronx County Historical Society at
(212) 881-8900.

The National ~elivery Service, a subsidiary of Dow Jones, is looking for men and women
to work as part 'time carriers, sorters and dri'Vers for the early morolngdelivery of the

....
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IS PUTTINC TOGETHER A /2 HOUR VARIETY
SHOW WHICH WILL BE SHOWN
ON THE CUNY CHANNEL AND POSSIBLY
MANHATTAN CABLE!
WE NEED:

~
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.
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TI1E VIDEO CLtJI'

the drivers and speaker components
necessary for two stereo channels in
one, large enclosure, which is made
to be placed over much of the car's
rear deck. "The advantages of
panel-mounts are that they can extend the internal volume of the
enclosure, for better bass, and they
often do a good job of blending in
with the interior."
An example of a panel-mount
would be the $460 Stillwater
Deisgns Classic system, with two 5
inch woofers, two forward-firing 2
x 5 inch high-frequency horns, and
two 5.25 inch passive radiators.
MB Quart, a manufacturer
known for its inclination to the
high-end and luxury, has taken the
surface-mount concept to its logical
conclusion. They've recently introduced direct-replacement panels
for the rear decks and doors 0 f German luxury cars. The panels extend
a variety of driver types and configurations, as well as being constructed from the same materials
used by the BMW, Mercedes-Benz ,
and Porsche factories. The price tag
is indulgent as well, up to $3,200 for
one rear deck panel and two door
panels. "Times, and surface-mount
speakers, really have changed. "
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THE BOXER A~D DEATH: A
Compelling Czech Concentration
Camp Drama. Produced in 1962.
Has American Theatrical Premiere
Oct. 12 at Film Forum I

I
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BE ON CABLE TV!

THE BOXER AND
DEATH

..

The New York
Publ ic Library

_
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SURFAC~-TO-AIIl

I

Learning to eat healthfully while
at college doesn't have to take a full
semester. Thanks to the nutritionists at Sweet 'N Low. a "crash
course" is now available.
A new booklet, "10 Healthy
Eating Tips for the Harried College
St udents, ,. provides advice for
selecting and preparing quick and
nourishing meals and for dieting
safely.
For those who hold late.
night study session. there are suggestions for low-calorie snacks.
For students wh~ can cook in
their residence halls. winning
recipes from the Sweet •N Low
"Grade 4.'\' Cooking Contest" are
included. This contest challenged
college st uden t s and coll~ge
foodservice employees to develop
healthful. easy recipes that can be
prepared ina residence-hall room
using only small appliances.
To order your copy of this
hooklet. send a check or monev
order for 50 cents t o cover postage
and handling to:
Cumberland Packing Corp.
60 Flushing AVenue. Dept. CS
Brooklyn. NY 11205

any basic cassette receiver. Many
also feature 'step-up' models providing bigger and better woofers
and more power handling, for those
of you who have a component
amplifier.
As the price of a surface-mount
increases, you're going to find units
that use a bigger woofer' for better
low-bass performance. and that add
a midrange, as Wolfe noted, " ... to
a conventional two-drive design, of
units that use higher-quality components and materials. " For example, Fultron's 15-9270 adds a 2.5
inch midrange to a 4 inch woofer
with a l O-ounce magnet and sells
for $110 a pair.
For under $200, the power-rating
of a surface-mount speaker usually
will run from 5 to 50 watts per
channel. These speakers sound fairly well as long as they are powered
by head units delivering 10 to 15
watts per channel. For users who
love to showcase their car as one big
juiced-up stereo powerhouse, look
for a head unit delivering 20 to 30
watts per channel. More power than
that would .probably not be required .
At $200 and up, "the performance of surface-mounts began to
rival that of flush-mount coaxials
and triaxials, plate speakers, and
component speakers." Many of
these surface-mounts use the standard enclosure configuration with
separate enclosures accommodating
the drivers for the two stereo channels.
For example, the Babb C14 has a
5.25 inch, full range metal cone, a
3D-ounce magnet, and sells for $335
a pair. The Model CR-8 is a wedgeshaped surface-mount that uses a 6
inch woofer and is designed to be
used with a component woofer.
A not h er approach is to lodge all
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RAP FILE NO;"4'

Public Enemy will certainly raise
.~\
"""'"
a lot of eyebrows with this one. It's
not just another rap album. As a
matter of fact,Public Enemy's latest
concoction of raps sound almost as
if Chuck-D and company are running for public office. It's political
and the title of the LP, It Takes A
Nation of Mitlions To Hold Us
Back alludes to the fact that the
buyer is in for an education.
If you remember, the education
started a year and a half ago with
Public Enemy's first LP Yo, Bum
Rush The Show. It was a tough,
. .
free flowing album that introduced
.,....4;r:><'i5,%¥O~:· !Z
rap to an entirely new sound and
.
~
style of rapping. Steady repetiti ve
~
base lines and beats were the mean
«
in Yo, Bum Rush The Show and to
~
that baritone rapper Chuck-D and
~
his high-pitched treble rapping side~
kick Flavor-Flav schooled its listen,~
ing audience on who they were,
.
~
what they were all about and how
=:;
to survive in the city.
~
This idea is continued in It Takes
A Nation Of Mit/ions To Hold Us
Back, only this time the messages
Public Enemy is trying to get across
is not so subliminal. Public Enemy
openly and vividly attacks the
From left: (back) Professor Griff. Brother Roger, Terminator X. Brother James, and Brother Michael; (front) Flavor system of government that we live
Flav and Chuck - D.
in as it relates to the black man.
Public Enemy also, and ironically,
Chaos" explainsPublic Enemy's ut- But forget about the song's meaning
attitudes of such mediums as televigoes after the media in America as
ter contempt for this nation's draft for a minute. Listen to the beat. It's
well. This is ironic in that since sion, newspapers, books and
movies as tools in spreading pro- system. He feels that blacks should funky! "Black Steel in the Hour of
Public Enemy's debut in 1986 they
not be forced to join the draft Chaos" features a steady arrangepaganda against blacks. It will
have got nothing but favorable, if
because this country doesn't ment of piano and drums that will
definitely make some of you
not excellent reviews from critics
deserve to have a black man definitely get you moving. The
uneasy, as some of the statements
around. the world. As a matter of
rapped out by Chuck-D an-d Flavorfighting for it due to the way black . same is true about "Don't Believefact, six out of the 18 songs on
Flav are inflammatory remarks
have been treated throughout history. the Hypen and "Nigbt of tbe UvP .Ei's new album are suspect as
designed to make white people
It's a song that will raise people's con- ing Baseheads." These two songs
they raise questions about the
angry. "Black Steel In The Hour Of
sciousness in land in which they live. have exceptional body moving beats
seriousness, believability, and racial
.:
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and once you are caught up in the
fever these two songs generate you
probably won't mind or care what
Chuck-D and Flavor Flav think
about the media and black equality.
The album is scattered with bits
and' pieces of speeches from such
black activists and leaders as Louis
Farrakhan, Malcom X, Dr. Martin
Luther King, and the Reverend
Jesse Jackson. Two songs in particular; "Bring the Noise" and
"Rebel without a Pause," spotlight
these men as Public Enemy bluntly
explains how black people have
been treated in this country (not
very well according to them) and
what they should do to get
themselves the respect they deserve.
These
two
songs,
along
with "Don't Believe the Hype" and
"Black Steel in the Hour of Chaos"
appear to be the nut of the entire
album. They all deal with the oroblem of racism and Public Enemy
openly admits that this country has
handled that situation abominably.
Cbuck-D, Ftavor-Flav, Terminator X;- Professor Griff, and
Th~Security of the First World
have a whopper on their hands.
This album is so revolutionary in
sound, rap style, and lyrics that It
Takes A Nation OJ Mil/ions To
Hold Us Back will most definitely
become one of the albums that all
other rappers will respect and build
off of for some time to come. It's
the new foundation of rap music
and once you hear this album you
will not be able to forget it.. It is
JUST that powerful! ! Publk
Enemy says, "Don't believe the
Hype!!. " If I were you I'd believe
it.
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don't think you're good enough?
let us be the - j·udge of that.
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White Lion; "PRIDE"
(Atlantic Records)
There are a hot new group out
there and it is called White
Lion. These guys may not have the
fame of Bon Jovi or Van Halen, but
with the help of their latest album
release on Atlantic records called
"PRIDE," they are well on their
way.
White Lion is, Mike Tramp (lead
vocals), Vito Bratta (lead guitar),
James Lomenzo (bass guitar) and
Greg D'Angelo (drums). The rockn-roll melodies of "PRIDE" have
The most popular hit off the
club circuit to opening up for
groups such as AC/DC, and KISS.
The Most popular hit off the
album, "WAIT," is a fantastically
arranged song starting out with
Tramp singing along to acoustic
guitars; "~ait, Wait, I never ha:d a

chance to love you .... ," and before
you know it the rest of the group
comes in with a powerful buildup
into a rockin' tune that wiII make
you want to dance around in front
of the mirror. Other hits from the
album include "Hungary," "All
You Need -Is Rock-n-Roll," "Tell
Me," "Don't Give Up," "Sweep
Little Lovin" and others. These are
good solid tu nes that deserve to be
played on the radio. The radio stations have played "Wait" and some
have played' 'Tell Me" but the .rest
of the album really hasn't been on
the radio. That is unfortunate
because "PRIDE" is a very commercial, radio oriented album. The
songs have great melodies and a lot
of kick.
I have seen White Lion perform
live at L 'arnours, the rock capital of
Brooklyn, and I must say that they
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AfO·REIGN·SERVICECAREER

----._------

lWonewwqys to
keepthe scholastic
I
edge:

Representing the. United States abroad as a
Foreign Service Officer
The Initial Step:

The Annual Foreign service
Written Examination

December 3, 1988
Deadline for receipt of application:
OCtober 14, 1988
I· .You may Obtain an· application by caRing (703) 875-7108
I ·(24'hour·~)'«·byW1~~:

put on a great show. Their first
album, "FIGHT TO SURVIVE,"
I
is also very good. With songs like
"Fight to survive," "All The Fallen
Men," uln the City," '''Kid Of
1000 Faces" and ••EI Salvador,"
White Lion attracted sell out
crowds to L'arnours.
If you like straight forward, kick
ass rock-n-roll with no strings attached, then go to the record store
and buy "PRIDE" by White Lion.
After you have listened to it a few
thousand times go back to the
record store and buy "FIGHT TO
SURVIVE" also by White Lion.
Believe me, you will not regret it. If
you suddenly catch yourself dancing in front of the mirror you'll
know why!

CliO's \otes on
Greek Classics
ClifTs Xotes on
Roman Classics

us, Oe,aittl16ntofState

Recruitrrl$nt9ivisiorl(CN)

.

P.O. Box. 9317 .ROSSIYri Station
ArIington•.. VA 22209' .
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1 he sang 'eat's In the
cradle'
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lettcrs-

Gain a greater understanding of the people,
events, literary movements and influence
of Greek and Roman civilizations.

-

3 tape brand

1 reviewed in this issue 4 public
5 imagine a movie ahout
7 prefix 'to hear'
him
8 motley
·6 he sang 'magg Le may'
10 - - - - work 9 - 2 wds9 bcatles song eleanor
11 juni.or marley
14 don't worry,
happy . 11nowand
12 -- and the miami sound
15 guns - - roses
machine
-initials16 pink floyd hit
17he sang 'peace train' 13 fleetwood --
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could go very far into the playoffs.
Boston Bruins: Boston had a
great season last year, making it to
the Finals; this year will be different. Boston relies on the solid
defense of Norris Trophy winner
Ray Bourque and Gord Kluzak.
Kluzak has reinjured his knee and
will be out for some time. Besides
Cam Neely, the Briuns' offense is
very sparse. Boston must grind it
out every game if they are to equal
last year's success.

they want to WIn the Cup. These
party-guys could disrupt a very
gifted team led by Steve Yzerman
and Gerard Gallant. They have two
solid goalies in Glen Hanlon and
(Continued from Page 819.)
Greg Stefan and a marvelous coach,
Jacques Demers. Paul Maclean
and Scott Stevens. The Caps have
could make a difference offensiveonly three forwards that can score;
ly.
Mike Gartner, Dave Christian and
Mike Ridley. This is the reason the
St. Louis Blues: Did the Blues
Caps won't make the playoffs. The
give up too much for Mike Bullard?
division is getting so tight that you
Maybe not. The Blues are a talented
can't just rely on defense. This is
team ready to bloom and will do so
the do or die season for coach
with captain Bernie Federko , Bret
Hartford Whalers: The Whalers
Bryan Murray.
Hull and Tony McKegney. Greg
had a disappointing season last
The Adams Division:
Millen is a fine goalie and the trade
year. The production of talented
Montreal Canadiens: The Cana- forward Kevin Dineen fell greatly
could be the key to the success of
diens will finish in first again, but
new coach Brian Sutter. The Blues
and Ron Francis had to carry most
by a slim margin. They have [\\'0 of of the load. Also, Goalie Mike Liut
could win the division.
the best goalies in t he league,
was not in all star form and must
Chicago Bl ackh awk:s: Denis
Patrick Roy and Brian Hayward.
return to form. The Whalers are
Savard, Steve Larmer, and Rick
They are also backed by solid relying on their veterans to propel
Vaive are great forwards. The
defensernen Chris Chelios and
them into the playoffs, which they
defense is led by the often-injured,
Larry Robinson. The thing that the will not accomplish if Quebec has a
Doug Wilson. The only success the
Habs lack. most of all, is scoring. good season.
Hawks can have is within the DiviBesides St ephane Richer, Mats
Goaline Darren Pang is
sion.
Quebec Nordiques: Quebec had a
Naslund and Bob Smith the Habs
outstanding, but if he falters they
are not very deep. In order for the poor year last season. The acquisiwill
be in trouble. The talented fortion of Walt Poddubny should have
Habs to be successful, they need a
wards they have are not enough,
an impact, but they gave up a top
healthy Richer and a great year for
but they will make the playoffs in
defenseman to do so. Quebec has
winger Naslund.
this very weak division.
tremendous talent in Michel Goulet
Buffalo Sabres: The Sabres will
and Peter Stastny, but do not have
Toronto Maple Leafs: The Leafs
be the surprise of the Division and
enough
goal
tending
to
get
them
to
and Toronto want to forget about
will finish a close second. The
the
playoffs.
last year. ~ They were horrible. There
Sabres have well rounded scoring
is some talent, with Ed Olczk , Mark
Norris Division:
with Dave Andreychuk. ChrisOsbourne, Al Iafrate and Gary
Detroit Red Wings The Wings
tian Ruuttu, Ray Sheppard and Phil
Leeman. Veteran Borje Salming
must keep talented forwards Bob
Housley. If goalie Tom Barrasso
will play his last year and goalies
has another excellent year, they
Probert and Peter Klima in line if
Ken Wregget and Alan Bester are
******************~********************************************* adequate. The Leafs must get rid of
coach John Brophy, who is very
bad with his players. Overall, they
need a miracle.
*********-**********._***************************************
Minnesota North Stars: Here is
Room 1120 - 23rd St. Building
FIT~ESS CE~TER (\\"ei~ht room)
their miracle. The Stars were worse
than horrible. The positive note is
their first round pick in Mike
noon - 4:45
Modano, who they hope will be the
new savior. Dino Ciccarelli must
J2:45 - 4:45 and 7:15- 9 p.rn.
Tue sday
remember he's a hockey player and
not a lumberjack: The Stars do
have an adequate defense with Moe
1: 15 - 4:45
Wednesday
Mantha, Craig Hartsburg and Mark
Hardy. Basically, they, too,. need a
12:45
2:.30
and
::15
9
p.rn
.
Thur,:>day
miracle ... Modano?
Smythe Division:
Calgary Flames: Powerful!
Friday
12:15'4:45
Hakan Loob, Rookie sensation Joe
Nieuwendyk , Gary Suter, Joe
Mullen and Al MacInnis to name a
6th Floor - 23rd St. Building
few. They were blown out in the
playoffs by the Oilers. Why? ..
overconfident. They were the best,
1: IS - 2:45
now they must regroup and could
still go all the way. Coach Terry
7:45 - Y: 10 p.rn. (ba ... ketball only)
T ucvda y
Crisp did a great job in his rookie
year. The acquisition of Doug
Gilmour could make the difference
\\" cdnc-tlav
for these giants.
Edmonton Oilers: The Stanley
; 2A5 - 2:)0 and 7:45 - ~: 10
Cup Winners: but now Wayne
(\ ollcyball only)
Gretzky is gone. Still awesome.
--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Glenn Anderson, Jari Kurri, Mark
Messier, Craig Simpson, Kevin
11:30 - I
Friday
Lowe, and so on. Could Jimmy
Carson be the next Gretzky? Not
Ccrta m evening time) may be pre-empted for varsity games.
this year, and that is why they will
finish second and lose in the
Basement Level - 23rd St. Bldg.
SWIMMI~{; POOL
playoffs. Vezina Trophy Winner
Grant Fuhr is a super goalie. He will
have to do that again this year.
1:00 - 3:45
Monday
Winnipeg Jets: Dale Hawerchuk
drives this up and down team that
Tuesday
only has inter-division success. The
team has Brent Ashton, Andrew
McBain, Randy Carlyle and is
1:45 - 4: 15
Wednesday
waiting for rookie lain Duncan to
bust loose. The goaltending is
12:45 - 2:45 and 7- 8 p.m.
Thursday
mediocre. The team is basically
poor on defense and needs another
line to go with Hawerchuk's.
1:30 - 4
Friday
Los Angelis Kings: The Kings got
the "Great One," Wayne Gretzky
and only gave up Jimmy Carson,
. . . . .. . ... . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . ... . . . . . .. . .. .. . .. .... .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . .. . . .
Martin Gelinas, three first round
picks and 1S million dollars, In two
PROPER ATfIRE MUST BE WORN AT AU. TIME IN AI.L F,\CIUTIES
years, we will see the full affects of
AU. TIMES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE DUE TO STUDENT AIDE AVAII.ABIUTY
the trade, but not this year. Along
C_larl Mr. Ray Ra.. 1Us (7J5-7197/Room 1120) 1M allY rbanla or 'IIrlkr In'Mnt1Ilioa.
with Gretzky, the Kings have the
talented Luc Robitaille and Bernie
*************************************************************
Nicholls. They have a fine group of
grinding forwards, but no defense

NUL

and no goaltending, This is why the
Kings will finish in fourth. Gretzky
will not win the MVP and won't get
L.A. Past Calgary.
. Vancouver Ca n uc k:s: The
Canuc ks can thank the Oilers for
erasing any hope for the playoffs.
The team has the talented Tony

Tanti. Greg Adams and Stan Srnyl.
So far, that's it. The Canucks need
fine seasons from Rich Sutter,
goalie Kirk McLean and a prayer.
The Calgary Flames have got
what it takes to win the Cup, but expect fine seasons from the Devils,
Sabres, Rangers and Blues as well.
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By MICKEY KRAMER

ESPO: has Tnder Phil finally made all tile right IIIOva!
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cados. She made three blocks to
-because of their lack of competiturn the momentum over to
tion, but they did what they had to
Hangin' tough.
for the 15-6 victory in game two.
Baruch. She also made some nice
The young ladies who play for
Game three featured the best and
defensive plays and some excellent
Baruch's volleyball team could've
worst of the ladies' play. They
serves. The great defense continued
given up. They lost five of their first
stormed out to an 8-0 lead, which
as the Ladies went out to a 11-5
seven games and their inexperience included strong play by Varcados
lead. Vassar pushed hard, but
(one returning player from last
and the spike of the match by - Baruch held on to a 15-9 win.
year) was showing on the court. But
Reinoso. Then, assuming the match
Baruch had just played their best
a funny thing happened on their
was over, they played sloppy
game to date, but Vassar took over
way to last place; during the team's
enough for Dominican to score nine
with a vengeance. They dominated
three game homestand, on Sept. 22
unanswered points. Falling behind
the young Baruchians by the scores
and 24, it trounced two of its opthis late in the game appeared to
of 15-2, and 15-4.
ponents and took a very strong
wake up the ladies. Lau got them
About 45 minutes later, Baruch
Vassar team to three games.
back in the lead with two unreturwas back on the court. This time
The ladies' revival began on
nable serves. The most exciting play
they faced SUNY Maritime. Baruch
Thursday Sept. 22. Dominican was
of the match occured with the score
did not get down from their loss, in
a bad team, don't get me wrong, it
11-9 Baruch. Varcados made a divfact it might have even pumped
wasn't the Olympics, but they had
ing stop of an attempted kill and
them up. The final scores were
to start somewhere. Even this poor
Rein050 finished the play with a
(15-13, 15-2). In doubleheaders,
team had Baruch scratching its head
smash. The rest of the game and
they played best two out of three,
early in the match. After falling
match was a breeze. Baruch won
instead of three out of five.
behind 2-5 in the first game, the
the third and final game 15-10.
Everything was working in this
ladies' strong serves started to give
Don't get the idea that such an easy
match. Their serving was powerful,
Dominican a lot of trouble. Mickey
win would put a smile on Coach
as usual; Varcados, Reinoso and
Riantongchana made three terrific
Burnett's face. In fact, the opposite
Laura F. Glazier smashed shots,
serves to tie the game. Stephanie was true, "I was disgusted, they over and over; and, as in their prior
Varcados then gave Baruch all the
(Dominican) played like high
match, their defense was superb.
Some
~ or tlie ~
'totals. in ~ this
offenseit would-need; and get,"
schoolers. I'm
concerned With
game one. She gave them a lead improving than the win."
blowout were; Varcados- eight kills:
Baruch would never relinquish.
Well, improve they did. In a
Reinoso- four kills; Glazier- four
when she hit two kills and a dink.
doubleheader on Sept. 24, Baruch
kills.
Pilar Reinoso then scored five
played two excellent matches. In its
Two more doubleheader splits
straight points on serves that
first match of the afternoon, the
has left the Baruch team with a
couldn't be returned. They had an gals opposed Vassar. At first glance
record of five wins and seven
easy time the rest of the way and
it looked like Vasar would win easi- defeats. They have improved a lot
coasted to a 15-7 win.
ly; but I should've taken a longer
since opening day and as coach BarGame two was even easier. Once Game one was a super matchup.
bot says, "It's a learning year, they
again it was Baruch's serving which' The ladies were fired up.
lack experience and next year they'll
be better. ' ,
made the game a "quickie.'" Rian- The defense was really doing the
tongchana, Reinoso, Helen Liao job. Tracy Evans and Lau made
Time is running out. There are
and Wendy Lau all contributed at great digs early, but they still fell
only two home dates left. Check out
least two strong serves each. They
behind 1-3. The turning point of the UPCOMING Games schedule
and enjoy the volleyball cxnerience.
weren't doing much offensively game one was the blocking of Var-
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LaFontaille: Isles need a big year from their top
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UPCOMING Home Games
Women's Tennis
Oct. 12 vs. College of Staten Island

~-~--~-----------------~~--------------~--

Oct. 13 vs. Lehman
Oct. 21 vs. Mt. St. Vincent
The Oct. 12 game is being played at the
National Tennis Center.
UPCOMING Home Games
Women's Volleyball
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Oct. 19 V5. Mercy
Oct. 26 vs. York/John Jay
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It's October...a chill hits the air
and baseball season is winding
down. It's another season for the
National Hockey League. Hockey
season opened on Oct. 6 and will be
one of the most exciting seasons in
years. The balance among the teams
is at an all time high. With the trade
of Wayne Gretzky to the Kings, it
appears that the Stanley Cup is up
for grabs. Let's take a look at the
locals in the Patrick Division:
New York Islanders - Last year,
the Isles surprised everyone by
finishing first in the Division. This
was accomplished with a lot-of good
skating, fine scoring and a little
help from their Division rivals. This
year will be a little different, since
the Division will be tighter than
last.
The Isles scoring is fueled by
talented forward Pat LaFontaine.
LaFontaine must continue his scoring ways (47 goals last year) if the
Isles are to stay on top. Veteran
Bryan Trottier will have another
solid season, as well as young star,
Mikko Makela. Captain Brent Sutter must return to 40 goal form as
well as bounce a few bodies. The
Isles are hoping that newly signed
David Volek produces offensively.
A major strong point is their
goaltending, Kelly Hrudey is one of
the top five goalies in the league and
veteran Billy Smith is a more than
~ adequate backup;
.
The glaring weakness for the Isles
is their defense. With the retirement
of Denis Potvin, they need a take
charge blueliner to replace him.
Their defense consists of veterans
Tomas Jonsson, Ken Morrow and
rising star, Gerald Diduck.
Coach Terry Simpson will have
to bring out the best in his young
team, now that most of the players
from the Cup years have departed.
The Isles could finish as high as second if the scoring and goaltending
comes through, but the deciding
factor will be the defense. Look for
Pat LaFontaine to be among the
league scoring leaders and a productive year for Mikko Makela.
. New Jersey Devils who
would've thought that the · 'Mickey
Mouse" team of a few years ago
would come of age and win the
Division title. The Devils are one of
the best all around teams in the
league. The forwards, defense and
goaltending have matured greatly
over the years and the DeviIs agai n
will make the playoffs.
The Devils are led by the scoring
of Pat Verbeek, who broke the
team record for goals last year with
46. The Devils were smart in keeping all their high draft picks in the
'80s. Talented forwards Kirk
'duller, Aaron Broten, John
MacLean and Verbeek lead the
charge.
The emergence of goalie Sean
Burke from the Olympics was a big
spark. He had a great playoff and
must carry that success into the new
season.
The defense is a good, young unit
led by Joe Cirella, Ken Daneyko,
Bruce Driver and Craig Wolanin.
Coach Jim Schoenfeld and the
Devils will struggle early in the
season and come on strong in the
end to beat out Pittsburgh and
Washington for a playoff spot.
Sean Burke could run away with the
Calder Trophy. as rookie of the

year. Look for this young, mature
team to accomplish great things.
New York Rangers - If their
final 50 games last year is an indication of the future, they could
possibly finish in first place. The
Rangers are a very balanced team
and have a top notch defense. The
thing that they need most is stability
and even strength scoring. Last
season, the Rangers set the record
for power play goals with Ill, and
should continue that trend.
With the trade of Walt Poddubny, the scoring must be picked up --by Tomas Sandstrom, Ulf
Dahlen, Kelly Kisio, and John
. Ogrodnick. Kelly Kisio is a fine captain and one of the hardest working
forwards in the league. The Rangers
though, are weak at center and will
probably trade Bob Froese for one.
The Rangers' defense is among
the top three in the league. Newly
acquired Normand Rocheford will
blend in well with other defensemen
David Shaw, Norm MacIver, and
James Patrick. Olympian Brian
Leetch looks like a star.
The goaltending is solid, with the
quick recovery of John Vanbiesbrouck, as well as Bob Froese
and Olympian Mike Richter. If
Coach Michel Bergeron keeps his
cool and newly signed Guy Lafleur
makes an impact, this could be a
year to remember. Look for big
years from Sandstrom and Patrick.
The power play has to come
.thr9.~8.!t _as _w_ell ~.!h~ g~at!.-endi~-:
The rest of the Patrick Division:
Philadelphia Flyers: The Flyers
rely on solid goaltending by Ron
Hextall and balanced scoring from
forwards, Peter Zezel, Rick Toechet, Brian Propp and captain Dave
Poulin. If the Flyers get Tim Kerr
healthy again, they will probably
finish in first place. Last year, they _
missed his 50 goals and also got a-dU
poor season from Hextall. This
year, one can expect the same tough
style from the Flyers and they will
do very well. The defense is backed
by Mark Hove and Kjell
Samuelsson.
Coach
Paul·
Holmgren, in his first season,
should have no problems placing
his team on top, unless injuries arise
again.
Pittsburgh Penguins: There is
nothing more to say other than
Mario Lemieux. Lemieux was the
League MVP last year and will win
it again this year. The Penguins also
have previous Norris Trophy winner Paul Coffey and outstanding
rookies Zarley Zalapski and Rob
Brown, but that's it.
The Pens lack quality goaltending and scoring from someone not
named Lemieux. The defense is also
a bit suspect and will have a lot of
trouble keeping the puck out of the
net. The Pens need big years from
Lemieux, Coffey and forward Dan
Quinn; a pleasant surprise last
season. I f these top guns don't produce, new Coach Gene Ubriaco
could be out of a job.
_.

Wash ington ~ Capitals:

The

Capitals are a very funny team.
They usually have a solid season,
yet can't get out of the division. This
season they will get their usual
stellar goaltending from Clint
Malarchuk' and Pete Peeters, as well ~~~
as solid defense from Rod Langway
See Page BI8
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Tennis Team Continues to Roll!
Let's take a look
at their blazing start:

Notes:

Result

GAME

This team, amazingly,
this late in the season,
has not lost a single
singles match. In fact,
t hev've
only lost t wo
sets. Also noted, due
to cancetlation and
other problems, this
team should be known
as The Road Warriors.
"-

.

~

1- Baruch
2- Baruch
3- Baruch
4- Baruch
5- Baruch
6- Baruch

at
at
at
at
at
at

Ramapo
New Rochelle
Manhattan
John Jay
LIU
CCNY

w in (8-1)
wi n( f orfei t)
win (8-1)
win (9-0)
'Yin (6-1)
win (8-1)

****************************************

~

*******************

\

orne ess earn
es
acquet
B)'

STEVE~

SCHEER

The Baruch College Women's
Tennis learn doesn't have an official home, but thal has not
deterred them from steamrolling to a
4-0 record.
After a forfeit win against New
Rochelle (September 23rd) the Lady
Baruchsters ripped Manhattan College 8-1 on Saturday Sept. 24.
Number 1 seed Catherine
Assimacopoulos cruised against
Manhattan's #1 seed, winning 6-2,
6-1; #2 seed Orapin Loesvidhya also
had an easy time, winning 6-1, 6-2;
#6 seed Joy Martin "barely broke a
sweat" in beating her opponent 6-1,
6-0; and #5 Anna Daniels, who
started off a little slow, finished
strong, winning
6-2.
Not everyone can win by a big
margin. Number 3 seed Karyn
Cohen struggled in her match, losing the first set (the first set a singles
player has lost all season) but came
back to win the match 5-7, 7-6(7-4),
6-4. On her tough match Cohen
commented, "I knew I was playing
against a very good player and I just
had to push harder to become a
winner ."
Some anxious moments were had
by all when co-captain Jackie
Secaria, leading 5-1 in the second
set .sprained her knee. Jackie did
continue in the match.' She said
later, "I couldn't put any weight on
my knee and I couldn't serve well
either. lalso didn't think I'd be able
to win the set." Jackie's opponent
took advantage of the injury and
cut the lead in the set to 5-4, but
Jackie won the final game winning
the match 6-3, 6-4, completing a six
game singles sweep.
In
doubles
action,
Assimacopoulos and Loesvidhya
teamed up to win 6-3, 2-6, 6-3 and
Janet Gurry and Elizabeth Leitman

6-4:

-

....

beat Manhattan's #1 and #6 players
in a shortened match 10-7.
Baruch's only loss came when
Daniels and Alexis Al lan d
were defeated 6-1, 0-6, 6-1 by
Manhattan College's #4 and #5
players.
Coach Bill Eng was pleased with
the win and with his team. "It was a
good and competitive match. The
squad is very consistent and has a
lot of depth."
Last season when Baruch played
John Jay, it was no contest; Baruch
romped 9-0. This season was no different. On Wednesday, Sept. 28
playing at the United States Tennis
Center in Flushing, Queens - site
of the U. S. Open - they romped
again by the same score of 9-0.
Coach Eng knew the importance of
the match. "We had to beat John
Jay because they're part of the
Hudson Valley Tournament [which
Baruch is also a part of]."
Assimacopoulos won her match
6-2. 6-3. Loesvidhya crushed her
opponent 6-0, 6-0. Martin adjusted and came back strong after a
sluggish start against a weaker
player to win big 6-3, 6-0. Daniels
blew away her opponent 6-0, 6-1
and Suzanne Brooks, filling in for
the injured Jackie Secaria. outgu ned
her opponent 6-2, 6-2. On her
match, Brooks said, "I noticed that
she had a weak serve so I had to put
the serve away quickly. I also noticed that she had no backhand so I
kept hitting it to her backhand. "
Once again Cohen needed a loss
in the first set as a wake up call to
pull out a win 2-6, 6-3, 6-3. Cohen
still holds the distinction of being
the only singles player to need three
sets to win. But, a win is a win.
"She wasn't playing up to my level
of play," Karyn said of the first set.
"So I went and played at her level,
but in the second and third sets I

played my game and proved
myself."
Cohen and the rest of the team
proved themselves and were on
their way to a fourth straight win
against no defeats.
In the doubles matches,
Assirnacopoulos and Loesvidhya
trounced their opponents 6-0, 6-2;
Brooks and Daniels whipped their
counterparts 6-1, 6-2; and Gurry
and Irma Siddiqui routed Manhattan's #5 and #6 seeds 6-1, 6-2.
Secaria, who was sidelined with
the injured knee helped out as a
cheerleader and helped the team
stay "up.," but was upset on not being able to play. "It was an awful
feeling not being able to play, but
I'm going to wrap up my knee and
play on Friday (September 30th)."
Coach Eng likes what he sees. "It
was a big win. The fundamentals
are there and the team is playing
with confidence; but the biggest test
will be next weekend when we play
three games in three days." Baruch
played Brooklyn College on October 8th, SUNY-Purchase on October 9th, and Sarah Lawrence on
October 10th.
Coach Eng is both confident and
optimistic, "The way we're playing
now, I don't anticipate LIU and
CCNY to be that tough of matches
because we haven't lost to them in a
few years." Last year, Baruch beat
LIU 9-0, CCNY 6-0, and SUNYPurchase 6-3. The coach added,
"We have to play well against, these
teams because it will determine the
seeding in the HudsonValley Tournament on October 14th and 15th."
The team without a home has
found a home for now - at the top
of the conference. Tile talent is
there and the confidence is there two ingredients in a winning team.
This team definitely deserves more
limousine rides to their "road"
games.

-ONE FI'NE
ATHLETE
By MATTHEW AUBRY

She's a top member of the highly
ranked Baruch Women's Tennis
Team and a full-time evening student who also holds down a fulltime job with the U.S. Postal Service. She's still not satisfied. She is
Anna Daniels and, oh yeah, she's in
her 4Os. This woman with her goals
and determination is an example for
all of us.
Daniels, a jubilant, energetic
transfer student, hails from
Brooklyn, but now resides in Rego
Park, Queens. She graduated from
LaGuardia Community College
with honors and holds a degree in
computer information systems.
Daniels has always held an affection
for tennis, getting her start at the
age of eight. She then trained under
noted tennis coach Phil Rubel and
played at Wingate H.S. Daniels won
tirstplace at the 1960 American
Tennis Association tournament for
18 yr. olds and under. She has
played off and on since then.
Daniels, a serve and volley player,
has played excellently in all of her
matches this year and continues to
aid the team with advice as well as
victories.
Daniels came to Baruch with an
eventual goal of gaining her doctorate and says that being able to
play tennis is a fantastic bonus. She
is a self-stated "aggressive player,"

and this seems to hold true on and
off the court. She is currently in .the
CUNY-BA program for Honors
students and striving to advance to
a managerial position in the postal
service. Tennis Coach Bill Eng admires her for "taking on such a
heavy load," and states that she
"has extreme determination and a
goal in mind." Daniels is well liked
and respected by the rest of the
team who affectionately call her
"The Lady." She feels as if she and
"the girls" are "one big family;"
who pull for each other.
The last and most obvious issue
of her story is the one of her age.
But she says, it is one that is virtually non-existent. "Being over 40 is
just a number and it's all in the way
you think," says Daniels. "I'm in
great shape... 1 feel the same a3
when I was 20." Coach Eng, who
has been a big supporter, confesses,
."lcou1~n't do, it .~yself." E\I~n
with all that she's accomplishing
now Daniels is by no means content
and plans to go out for the bowling
and basketball teams. She aspires to
coach some teams.
"Look out for Anna 'cause Anna is
here for all the sports," she says
triumphantly.
All of us can learn a lesson from
Anna Daniels; no matter what the
situation, we can always, if we have
the desire, accomplish our goals
regardless of any hindrance.

Editor's Note: Daniels continued to
amaze, as she rolled a 194 to make
our bowling team.
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AnD. Daniels: What an inspiration.
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